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I. INTRODUCTION
A. NEED FOR THE STUDY
Current design practice in prestressed concrete
is based upon several seemingly independent design
criteria. These criteria not only limit the allowable
stresses in various stages of service loads, but also
provide a quantitative measure of safety against
ultimate failure. Although in the design of struc-
tures there are many instances in which more than
one criterion is involved, prestressed concrete struc-
tures and their design criteria possess two unique
features which distinguish them from the others.
First, immediately after it is cast prestressed
concrete is a material of changing properties. The
prestressing force decreases at a decreasing rate,
from a maximum quantity at the time the member
or structure is cast, to a smaller and nearly con-
stant value a few years later. The strength of con-
crete, on the other hand, increases at a decreasing
rate from a minimum immediately after the struc-
ture is cast, to a maximum value weeks or months
later.
Second, owing to comparatively limited experi-
ence with prestressed concrete structures, the con-
cept of safety has found a new significance among
designers. Consequently, design specifications not
only designate allowable stresses at service loads,
but also specify minimum load factors. At least in
the United States this is the first instance in mod-
ern times of incorporating specific provisions for
the safety of structures along with allowable work-
ing stresses.
The features mentioned above complicate the
relationship among various criteria and tend to
confuse the designer attempting to proportion pre-
stressed concrete members or structures. To sim-
plify design and to develop a thorough understand-
ing of all criteria, the interrelationships among the
various design criteria must be studied. The effect
on other criteria of varying any one criterion is also
of considerable importance to those who prepare
specifications. For example, if an allowable stress
is changed, to what extent will the load factors be
affected?
This study of relationships is important not
only for non-composite construction but also for
composite construction. Although non-composite
construction is commonly used in buildings, it is
seldom used in bridge construction. Composite con-
struction is especially suitable for highway bridges
built of precast stringers and a cast-in-place rein-
forced concrete slab. In almost all highway bridges
in which prestressed concrete stringers are used, the
composite action of the slab is taken into account.
B. OBJECT AND SCOPE
The object of this work was to study analyti-
cally the design criteria for prestressed concrete
beams. The specific objectives of the work reported
here were as follows:
1. To study the criteria for service loads, to
present relations among various unknowns and to
develop a least weight design concept.
2. To study and present simplified methods for
calculating the ultimate flexural capacity of beams
and to adopt a convenient method for use in this
study.
3. To study the relationship between the allow-
able stresses at service loads and the safety factors
against ultimate failure. In addition, to present
and discuss the effects of changing the allowable
stresses on safety factors against ultimate failure.
This study is limited to simply supported beams
but includes both non-composite and composite
construction. It is assumed that the prestressing
operation is carried out in one step. Computations
of load factors have been based on failure in flexure
and are limited to fully bonded beams.
To illustrate the discussions in this bulletin a
set of allowable stresses has been adopted which is
in accordance with the design criteria set forth by
the United States Bureau of Public Roads. (1) *
* Superscript numbers in parentheses refer to corresponding entries
in the References.
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C. NOTATIONS
The letter symbols used in this work are defined
where they are first introduced and are listed below
for convenient reference.
A = Area of entire concrete section.
Ac = Area of entire composite section, that is,
the sum of areas of the beam section and
that part of the slab section acting com-
positely with the beam.
A, = Total area of prestressing steel.
b = Width of rectangular section or width of
flange of I- or T-sections.
b' = Width of web of I- or T-sections.
C1 = 1 - f,,/If8 '
C2 = k2qb
c = Distance between bottom fiber and the
center of gravity of steel.
d = Effective depth, distance between top fiber
and the center of gravity of steel.
e = Eccentricity of prestressing force, distance
between center of gravity of concrete and
center of gravity of steel.
fe' = Ultimate compressive strength of concrete.
fe, = Average concrete stress in compression zone
at failure.
/= Ultimate tensile strength of prestressing
steel.
f, = Tensile stress in steel at transfer.
f,e = qf,8 = tensile stress in steel after losses;
that is, the effective prestress.
f,. = Tensile stress in steel at ultimate.
fsy = Yield stress of prestressing reinforcement,
the stress in steel at 0.2 percent plastic set.
h = Total depth of section.
I = Moment of inertia of section about the
bending axis.
Ic = Moment of inertia of the composite section
about the bending axis.
K = M1/Ajf/d
k2 = Ratio of distance between top of beam and
center of compression to kud.
k. = Ratio of depth to neutral axis at failure to
effective depth d.
L = Length of simply supported span.
Ma = Moment due to all loads applied to the
structure after the slab concrete has
hardened.
Mg = TyAL 2/8 = moment due to the weight of
the beam.
M, = Moment due to live load and impact.
M, = Moment due to slab or other superimposed
dead load.
Mt = Mg + Ms + M, = moment due to total
load.
Ma = Moment at ultimate failure.
m = P,/Af,'
Nd = Dead load factor of safety against ultimate
failure.
N, = Live load factor of safety against ultimate
failure.
Nt = Total load factor of safety against ultimate
failure.
P = 7Pt = total prestressing force after losses.
P, = Aafs = total prestressing force at transfer.
p = Aa/bd
q = Pfcy/fu
qb =
Esu - Ese - Ece + Eu
R = Ma/M,
R' = Mi/Mt
r = Radius of gyration of section about the
bending axis.
r, = Radius of gyration of composite section
about the bending axis.
S = Width of slab effective in composite action.
t = Thickness of flange, I- or T-sections.
t, = Thickness of slab.
Yb = Distance between the centroidal axis of the
beam section and the bottom fiber of the
beam.
Ybc = Distance between the centroidal axis of the
composite section and the bottom fiber of
the beam.
yt = Distance between the centroidal axis of the
beam section and the top fiber of the beam.
yte = Distance between the centroidal axis of the
composite section and the top fiber of the
beam.
a = The stress coefficient for the computed
tensile stress in concrete after losses.
a' = The stress coefficient for the allowable
tensile stress in concrete after losses.
at = The stress coefficient for the computed
tensile stress in concrete at transfer.
at' = The stress coefficient for the allowable
tensile stress in concrete at transfer.
7 = Unit weight of concrete.
A = yb/lt
Ac = Ybc/Ytc
A 7X' + a'
77c/t' + X'
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e = e/h
eu = Limiting maximum strain at which concrete
crushes in a beam.
see = Strain in concrete at the level of reinforce-
ment, due to prestress.
,e = Strain in steel due to effective prestress fae
e -, = Strain in steel at failure of beam.
Esy = Strain in steel at yield stress fs
n = fse/f, = effectiveness.
6 = Ac/A
X = The stress coefficient for the computed
compressive stress in concrete after losses.
' = The stress coefficient for the allowable
compressive stress in concrete after losses.
Xt = The stress coefficient for the computed
compressive stress in concrete at transfer.
X/ = The stress coefficient for the allowable
compressive stress in concrete at transfer.
p = r2/h 2, the efficiency of the beam.
pc = r/h 2
4 = c/h = cover ratio.
, = Ratio of the width of bottom flange to that
of top flange in an unsymmetrical I-section.
a = hf,'/yL 2
II. NON-COMPOSITE SECTIONS
A. STUDY OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR PRESTRESSED
CONCRETE BEAMS AT SERVICE LOADS
1. Introduction
Design criteria for prestressed concrete may be
classified into two groups. The criteria in the first
group are generally known as the design criteria for
service loads. These criteria limit the stresses in
the structure during its service life. The criteria in
the second group provide a quantitative measure
of the safety of the structure and are known as the
criteria for ultimate design.
A comprehensive study of interrelationships
among design criteria for prestressed concrete
should include criteria both for service loads and
for ultimate design. However, since the criteria in
each group have originated from entirely different
concepts, a study of this type would necessarily
involve numerous independent variables. A sepa-
rate study of each group of criteria is desirable to
simplify the problem somewhat. After a compre-
hensive study is made of each group individually,
means may be sought to correlate the two groups
of criteria.
This chapter, therefore, is devoted to a study
of the design criteria for service loads. It contains
the presentation of significant unknowns, their
interrelations, and the introduction of the least
weight design concept.
2. Assumptions
To facilitate the study of the design criteria for
service loads, the following assumptions are made:
a. The flexural member is a simply supported
beam.
b. The beam is prismatic.
c. The bending is symmetrical; that is, the
cross-section of the beam has one axis of symmetry,
and all loads act in the plane of this axis.
d. The concrete acts as an elastic material
under the service loads.
e. In addition to the prestressing force, the
beam is subjected to moments produced by its own
weight, superimposed dead load, live load, and
impact, all of which act in the same direction.
f. The beam is prestressed in one stage, and, at
the time of prestressing, the only load present is the
weight of the beam itself.
g. The effective area of the cross-section re-
mains constant throughout the loading conditions;
that is, composite design is not considered.
h. The center of gravity of the prestressing
force is below the kern point of the section.
The above assumptions are introduced to sim-
plify the study. A similar presentation can be made
without making these assumptions, but the addi-
tional variables which would have to be considered
would complicate the study and obscure the funda-
mental relationships which are intended to be
emphasized in this study. Furthermore, the limi-
tations imposed exclude relatively few of the flex-
ural members which have been or are now being
constructed.
3. Loading Conditions and Allowable Stresses
From the time it comes into being, through its
service life, a prestressed concrete beam is actually
subjected to an infinite variety of conditions of
loading. However, there are only a few limiting
conditions which interest the designer and which
need to be investigated. If only the loads men-
tioned in item e of Section IIA2 were acting, there
would be six limiting conditions as listed in Table 1.
Conditions I, II, and III are temporary and
correspond to transfer, which is the instant the
fabrication of the prestressed concrete beam is
completed. At transfer, the prestressing force is at
its highest, because no losses have yet taken place.
The concrete strength, on the other hand, is the
lowest and is somewhat below the 28-day strength
f/'. The specifications give allowable stresses for
concrete at transfer as functions of concrete strength
at the time of transfer. However, in this study the
allowable concrete stresses at transfer are taken as
percentages of the 28-day concrete strength. This
modification can be made conveniently since the
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Table 1
Loading Conditions
Loading Loads Prestressing Strength of
Condition Acting* Force Concrete
I F+G Maximum Minimum
II F+G+S Maximum Minimum
III F+G+S+L+I Maximum Minimum
IV F+G Minimum Maximum
V F+G+S Minimum Maximum
VI F+G+S+L+I Minimum Maximum
*F = prestressing force; G = weight of the beam; S = superimposed dead
load; L = live load; I = impact
strength of concrete at transfer and at 28 days is
known.
Throughout this work the allowable compressive
stress in concrete at transfer will be designated as
At'fc' and the allowable tensile stress at transfer
will be referred to as at'f,'. The dimensionless quan-
tities Xt' and at' are defined as the stress coefficients
at transfer that correspond to the allowable com-
pressive and tensile stresses in concrete respectively.
Generally the range of Xt' may be from 0.40 to 0.55
while at' may vary between 0 and 0.10.
Conditions IV, V, and VI are the final loading
conditions for which the prestressing force has
reached the minimum or effective value. For these
conditions it is assumed that all the losses have
taken place. The concrete strength is a maximum
and is assumed equal to fe'. The specifications give
allowable concrete stresses for the final loading
conditions as percentages or functions of the 28-day
strength of concrete.
In this work, the allowable final compressive
stress in concrete will be referred to as X'f,' and the
allowable final tensile stress will be designated as
a'fc'. The dimensionless quantities X' and a' are de-
fined as the final stress coefficients that correspond
to the allowable compressive and tensile stresses
respectively. The range of A' may be from 0.35 to
0.45 while a' may vary between -0.10 and 0.
It can be shown that Conditions I and VI are
the most important conditions of loading. Condi-
tion I generally governs among the first three con-
ditions, while Condition VI always governs among
the second three conditions. For the limitations
stated, therefore, there are only two loading condi-
tions which should be investigated.
4. The Four Basic Requirements
For each condition of loading, the top and bot-
tom fiber stresses (extreme fiber stresses) must be
less than the corresponding allowable stress in the
concrete. Since, on the basis of the above discus-
sion, there are two governing loading conditions,
there will be four requirements to be met. These
requirements are as follows:
(1) For Loading Condition I, the computed ten-
sile stress at the top fiber (atfc') must be less than
or equal to the allowable tensile stress at transfer
(a'tfc').
(2) For Loading Condition I, the computed
compressive stress at the bottom fiber (Xtfc') must
be less than or equal to the allowable compressive
stress at transfer (X'fe').
(3) For Loading Condition VI, the computed
compressive stress at the top fiber (Xf/') must be
less than or equal to the allowable final compressive
stress (X'fe').
(4) For Loading Condition VI, the computed
tensile stress at the bottom fiber (af/') must be less
than or equal to the allowable final tensile stress
(a'fe').
Using the notation in the preceding chapter, the
above requirements can be stated algebraically as
follows:
A e 
- M-  = atf,' < at'fc'
P ± eY b b Xtf
-A r- +1 -M =!- f' _ 'f
SPt (eyt ) Yt
-- A \r 2 - +M 1 I = Xf' X ,'f'
Pt h eyb 1h t- Y ' ajtA \r+ 1 + M -=f
in which
Pt = the prestressing force at transfer,
A = the gross cross-sectional area of the
beam,
e = the eccentricity of the prestressing
force,
r = the radius of gyration of the section,
yt = the distance of the top fiber from
the centroidal axis,
Yb = the distance of the bottom fiber
from the centroidal axis,
I = the moment of inertia of the section,
My = the moment due to the weight of the
beam, taken as AyL 2/8, where y is
the unit weight of concrete and L is
the length of simple span,
Mt = the moment due to all vertical loads
acting on the beam,
at, Xt, X, a = fractions of fe'; when mul-
tiplied by f,' they represent the ac-
tual stresses in a beam,
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, = the effectiveness, taken as P/Pt
where P is the final or effective pre-
stressing force.
If in any of the above requirements the com-
puted stress is equal to the allowable stress it is
said that that requirement is satisfied exactly. On
the other hand if a computed stress is less than the
allowable stress it is said that the particular re-
quirement is satisfied by a margin.
For example when atf' = a'f/,' or at' = at', Re-
quirement (1) is satisfied exactly, and when atfe'
< at'fe' or at < at' this requirement is satisfied by
a margin.
5. Introduction of the Significant Unknowns
Introducing h as the overall depth, M, =
AyL 2/8, and Mt = Ma + Mg, the four requirements
can be written in the following form:
P, [ e h2  1 1
Aft' Lh r 2  (yb/yt + 1) J
YL2  1 h2
8hf,,' (yb 1) r2  a (5)
Pt r e h2  yb/ye 1
Af L h r2  (yb/t + 1)
"YL2  ybiyt h
2
8h f/ (Yb/y 1) r2  (6)
P, [e hl 1 1
SAf-,' h r2  (b/y 1) j
SyL 2  (1 + M/M,) h2  (7)
8h f/ (yb/yt + 1) r2 (
Pt [e ht
SAff' L h r2
yL2
S8h f'
The following
introduced:
Yb/Yt 1
(yb/y+ 1) 1
b/yt (1 +Ma/M,)
(Yb/Y+ 1)
h 2  a
r
2
dimensionless quantities
Pt/Af,' = m
e/h = e
yb/Yt = A
r
2/h 2 = p
Ma/M, = R
hf,'/yL2 = ,)
Substituting the above quantities in Equations
5, 6, 7, and 8 and rearranging, the four basic re-
quirements can be written as follows:
mp (1+A) -1]
m + 1
Ip (1 +A)
- -7M
- Im -p (+ ) 1
- p (1 + A) +1
S- 8p (1 +A) = a (9)
A - = t (10)
8pw (1 + A)
A(1 +R) _
+ 8Ap (1 + A) a (12)
If the values of at, AX, A, a, and 7 are known or
assumed, there will be six unknowns in the above
four equations, namely, e, p, A, c, m, and R. Since
there are only four equations involving these six
unknowns, there will be many acceptable sets of
solutions for these unknowns.
6. The Unknowns and Their Ranges of Variation
In the preceding section it was shown that there
are six dimensionless unknowns in the design of a
prestressed concrete simple beam. To make clear
the physical significance of these unknowns and
their practical range of variation, each is discussed
briefly in the following paragraphs.
a. THE DEPTH FACTOR (a
Although a has been considered an unknown, a
reasonable value for it can be established. The
expression for a = hf,'/yL 2 contains the unit weight
of concrete 7, the span length L, the 28-day con-
crete strength f/', and the depth of the beam, h. Of
these four quantities, only h is unknown. Therefore,
the quantity a is actually an expression for the over-
all depth of the beam. The depth of the beam, on
the other hand, is frequently controlled by other
than structural requirements such as clearance or
architecture. By making a reasonable estimate for
the depth of the beam h, one can determine the
value of a.
It can be shown that theoretically a can vary
between zero and infinity. However, in practical
problems o varies between unity for very long
spans and about 15 for short spans.
b. THE EFFICIENCY p
The efficiency p is a measure of the efficient dis-
tribution of cross-sectional area. From the expres-
sion for p = r /h 2, it can be seen that for a given
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depth the greater r becomes, the more the efficiency
of the section. Theoretically p varies between zero
and 0.25. In a hypothetical section in which all the
area is concentrated at the centroidal axis, p is
equal to zero. On the other hand, the maximum p
of 0.25 would result if all the area were concen-
trated at the extreme fibers.
The practical range of p is from 0.08 to 0.14.
For a rectangular section, p is constant and equal
to 0.0833. For I-sections, p varies between 0.10 and
0.14, while for T-sections and inverted T-sections
it lies between 0.08 and 0.10.
c. THE SHAPE FACTOR A
The shape factor A is a measure of the position
of the centroidal axis of a section. Although, theo-
retically, A may vary between zero and infinity, its
practical range is limited. For rectangular sections,
symmetrical I-sections and all sections in which the
centroidal axis is at mid-depth, A is equal to unity.
For practical T-sections and unsymmetrical I-
sections in which the top flange is heavier than the
bottom flange, its range is from 1.2 to about 1.6.
For inverted T-sections and sections with a heavy
bottom flange it may vary between 0.6 and 0.9.
d. THE REINFORCEMENT FACTOR m
The reinforcement factor m = Pt/Afc' is the
ratio of stress at the centroidal axis to the 28-day
concrete strength. Its theoretical range is from zero
to infinity; however, practically, it varies from
0.12 to 0.40.
e. THE ECCENTRICITY FACTOR e
The eccentricity factor e is a measure of effec-
tive utilization of the prestressing force. From the
expression e = e/h, one can conclude that for a
given depth, e increases with eccentricity. The
quantity e theoretically varies between r2/yth and
yb/h. The lower limit, r 2/yth, corresponds to the
case in which the center of gravity of steel coincides
with the lower kern point. The upper limit corre-
sponds to the hypothetical condition in which the
center of gravity of steel coincides with the bottom
fiber of the section. Practically, although the lower
limit may be reached, it is impossible to attain the
higher limit. Generally, e will vary between 0.2
and 0.55.
f. THE MOMENT RATIO R
The quantity R is the ratio of moment caused
by the applied loads to the moment due to the
weight of the beam. Theoretically it can vary be-
tween zero and infinity; however, its practical
range of variation is from zero to about 10.
7. The Relationship Among the Variables
From the discussion of the six unknowns in the
preceding section, it is evident that w and p can be
estimated with more accuracy than the other un-
knowns. Consequently, if they are assumed to be
independent variables, Equations 9 through 12 will
contain only four unknowns: A, m, e, and R.
A simultaneous solution of Equations 9 through
12 yields the following expressions for the four
unknowns:
A- lXt + a
7at + X
XtX - ata
m - (a + X) + 7i (at + Xt)
= [p (at+x)+- X ] (a+X)+77 (at+Xt)(XtX - aa)
R = 8 pwo [(a + X) + 77 (at + Xt)]- (1 - 7)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
Equations 13 and 14 for A and m are unique
and do not contain other unknowns. However,
Equations 15 and 16 are dependent upon o and p.
Equation 16 can also be presented in the follow-
ing two forms:
R = 8pw (a + fXt) + 1) - (1 - )
R = 8 pw (fat + X) (A + 1) - (1 - )
Eliminating p in Equations 15 and 16, the fol-
lowing will be obtained:
( 8E XtX-ata)-(a+X)+7 (at+Xt)Sat+Xt
(17)- (1 - 17)
The above equation can be used as a substitute
for Equation 15. Since Equations 16 and 17 both
represent parametric relations between R and w,
they are more convenient to use in the study of
relations among the unknowns.
8. Design Criteria for Economy
For the purposes of this study the design which
requires the least quantity of material, both con-
crete and steel, has been assumed the most eco-
nomical. Although in practice a least weight design
may not necessarily be the most economical, the
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quantity of materials needed would, nevertheless,
always be an important economic consideration.
a. VARIABLES AFFECTING THE AREA OF CONCRETE
The parameter R implicitly defines the area of
the concrete; R is the ratio of the moment caused
by the applied loads (superimposed dead load and
live load) to the moment produced by the weight of
the beam. For a simply supported beam, R =
Ma/M, = 8Ma/AyL 2. For a given applied load, an
increase in R will result in a decrease in the cross-
sectional area of the beam.
From Equation 16 it may be observed that for
a given h, p, and y, stress coefficients as near the
allowable as possible would be desirable; that is,
in order to obtain the minimum concrete area, the
following must be satisfied.
at - at A
At - AXt a a'
This means that for a given h, p, and /, the
exact satisfaction of the four requirements will re-
sult in the minimum concrete area. However, Equa-
tion 13 shows that the four requirements can be
satisfied exactly only when A assumes the follow-
ing value:
77Xt' + a'Ae = ' ± X'
for values of A other than Ae one or more of the
requirements will have to be satisfied by a margin.
From Equations 13 and 16, for a given h, p, and
r, the following criteria would result in the largest
value of the term (A + a) + 77(At + at), which cor-
responds to the smallest concrete area:
A > Ae: Either or both of Requirements (1)
and (3) may be satisfied by a margin,
while (2) and (4) must be satisfied
exactly.
A < Ae: Either or both of Requirements (2)
and (4) may be satisfied by a margin,
while (1) and (3) must be satisfied
exactly.
A = A,: All four requirements must be satisfied
exactly.
b. VARIABLES AFFECTING THE AREA OF STEEL
Equation 14 can be written in the following
forms:
Xt - Aat1 + A
AX - a
m (1 + A)
From the above expressions it may be observed
that for a given value of A, m decreases with an
increase in at and a decrease in At. Since m is a
measure of the percentage of steel, the higher at
becomes, the smaller is the percentage of steel re-
quired. Evidently the most desirable condition
would correspond to at =at'. Similarly, the higher
a becomes and the smaller A becomes, the smaller
is the amount of steel required.
The following criteria would thus give the min-
imum area of concrete and the lowest correspond-
ing steel area:
A > Ae: Requirements (1), (2) and (4) are
satisfied exactly and (3) by a margin.
A < Ae: Requirements (1), (3) and (4) are
satisfied exactly and (2) by a margin.
c. THE LEAST WEIGHT DESIGN CRITERIA
When A = Ae, in order to obtain the minimum
area of concrete all requirements must be satisfied
exactly.
When A is not equal to A,, the following four
criteria will produce the least weight design for
given a0 and p values.
Criterion I: When A > Ae, Criterion I corre-
sponds to a design which produces the minimum
area of concrete and the lowest corresponding steel
area. In this case it is necessary to satisfy Require-
ments (1), (2) and (4) exactly and (3) by a
margin.
Criterion II: When A > Ae, Criterion II corre-
sponds to a design which produces the minimum
area of concrete and the highest corresponding steel
area. In this case it is necessary to satisfy Require-
ments (2), (3) and (4) exactly and (1) by a
margin.
Criterion III: When A < Ae, Criterion III cor-
responds to a design which produces the minimum
area of concrete and the lowest corresponding steel
area. In this case it is necessary to satisfy Require-
ments (1), (3) and (4) exactly and (2) by a
margin.
Criterion IV: When A < Ae, Criterion IV cor-
responds to a design which produces the minimum
area of concrete and the highest corresponding steel
area. In this case it is necessary to satisfy Require-
ments (1), (2) and (3) exactly and (4) by a margin.
For convenience the above criteria have been
summarized in Table 2.
II. NON-COMPOSITE SECTIONS
The Least
A Criterion Stress
Coeffi-
cients
A=A, ... X( = a
X = X
Criterion Xt = X'
I x < '
A >A,
at < at'
Criterion Xi = Xt,'
II X = X'
at = at
Criterion X, < X/
III X = X'
a, - at
Criterion X = X/
IV X = X'
a <a:'t
Table 2
Weight Design
Area of
Concrete
for given
. and p
Minimum
Crit
C
sp
a
Minimum Mini
satisfied exactly. For a section in which A > 0.89,
eria the minimum area of concrete will result if Re-
orre- Corre-
onding sponding quirements (2) and (4) are satisfied exactly. On
rea of eccen-
steel tricity the other hand for a section in which A < 0.89,
... .Requirements (1) and (3) must be satisfied exactly
to obtain the minimum area of concrete. Assuming
a specific value for A in each case, its various
mum Maximum
ranges are discussed in detail in the following
paragraphs.
Minimum Maximum Minimum
Minimum
Minimum Maximum Minimum
9. A Study of the Relationship Among the
Unknowns
It has been shown that, at service loads for
known or assumed values of stress coefficients and
,q, there are six unknowns that must be determined
in the design of a prestressed concrete beam. Fur-
thermore, the relationships among the six unknowns
have been defined by Equations 13, 14, 16 and 17.
In this discussion these equations are used to
study the relationships among the unknowns. Vari-
ous ranges of A corresponding to the least weight
design have been investigated on the basis of a
typical set of specifications as follows:
at' = 0.04
•t' = 0.48
X' = 0.40
a'= 0
q = 0.80
Assuming that the strength of concrete at trans-
fer is about 80 per cent of its strength at 28 days,
the above coefficients will become about the same
as the ones recommended in the Bureau of Public
Roads Criteria. (" > The assumed effectiveness of
0.80 corresponds to a total loss of about 20 per cent
which seems to be a reasonable average for most
specifications.
For the above stress coefficients,
w7' X+ a' 0.80 X 0.48 + 0
-oat' + X' 0.80 X 0.04 + 0.40
To obtain the minimum area of concrete for a
section in which A = 0.89, all requirements must be
a. A = Ae
In this case since A = Ae = 0.89, the bottom
flange of the section is somewhat heavier than the
top flange. In non-composite construction this type
of a beam may be undesirable because of possible
compression failure at ultimate. However, in this
discussion this type of beam will be investigated on
the basis of service load design.
Since all requirements must be satisfied exactly,
the substitution of the above stress coefficients and
7 in Equations 14, 16, and 17 will yield the follow-
ing values.
m = 0.235
R = 6.53 po - 0.20
R = 2.96 eo - 1.77
b. A> A,
This case corresponds to the most practical sec-
tions; rectangular sections, symmetrical I-sections,
and all sections in which the top flange is heavier
than the bottom flange, are in this category. In
this case, to obtain the minimum area, Require-
ments (2) and (4) must be satisfied exactly. To
study the two least weight criteria, a particular
value of A such as A = 1, will be assumed.
Criterion I: It has been shown that in this case
Requirements (1), (2), and (4) must be satisfied
exactly and (3) by a margin.
With the exception of A all stress coefficients are
known and A can be computed from Equation 13
taking A = 1.
S= 1 t + - at' = 0.384 - 0.032 = 0.352
Hence for A = 1, the stress coefficients corre-
sponding to Criterion I will be
at = at' =0.04
At = Vt' = 0.48
A = 0.35
a = a' = 0
Minimum Maximum
(18)
(19)
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Table 3
The Relationship Among R, a, p, and e
When A > A, for Criteria I and II
A The Variation The Variation R with .1 and e
of R with o and p Criterion I Criterion II
1.00 R= 6.1 4 4 p -0.20 R= 2.598fl-1.676 R = 3.338 a - 1.869
1.25 = 5.528 p- 0.20 = 2.030 O-1.528 = 4.219,e -2.090
1.50 = 5.120 pw- 0.20 = 1.653. -1.430 = 5.120 - - 2.333
1.75 = 
4
.820 p - 0.20 = 1.381-- 1.359 = 6.047 a-2.574
2.00 = 4 .608 pM - 0.20 = 1.180 s.B- 1.307 = 6.981 w - 2.818
When A = A. = 0.89 Specifications:
m= 0.235 an'= 0.04
R= 6.53 p- 0.20 Xe'= 0.48
R= 2.96e. -1.77'= 0.40
a'- 0
-= 0.80
Substituting the above coefficients in Equations
14, 16, and 17, the following will be obtained:
m = 0.22
R = 6.14 po) - 0.20 (20)
R = 2.60 ew - 1.68 (21)
The above equations are based on the assump-
tion that A is equal to unity. Similar equations can
be derived for other values of A which are greater
than 0.89. Table 3 contains Equations 20 and 21
for values of A equal to 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, and
2.00.
Criterion II: It has been shown that in this
case Requirements (2), (3) and (4) must be satis-
fied exactly and (1) by a margin.
In this case all stress coefficients are known
except at which can be computed from Equation
13 taking A = 1.
1( _,+)a' _a = 7x x' = - 0.02
Hence for A = 1, the stress coefficients corre-
sponding to Criterion II will be
at = -0.02
-t = Xt' = 0.48
X = A' = 0.40
a = a
' 
= 0
Substituting the above coefficients in Equations
14 and 17 the following will result
m = 0.25
R = 3.34 cm - 1.87 (22)
From Equation 16 in its second version it can
be seen that for a given value of A, R is only de-
pendent upon two stress coefficients A( and a. There-
fore, substitution of the above coefficients in
Equation 14 will result in Equation 20.
Table 4
The Relationship Among R, (, p, and e When
A < A, for Criteria III and IV
A The Variation The Variation R with . and
of R with a and p Criterion III Criterion IV
0.50 R= 5.180pl - 0.20 R= 2.780f-- 2.29 R = 3.040 •-- 1.450
0.57 = 5. 432 p.- 0.20 = 2.835e•-- 2.15 = 3.040 sw -1.508
0.67 = 5. 76 0 pc - 0.20 = 2.880 w -,, 2.00 = 3.010 el- 1.584
0.80 = 6.221 p- 0.20 = 2,928o-- 1.85 = 2.928 - 1.691
When A = A. = 0.89 Specifications:
m= 0.235 a,'= 0.04
R = 6.53 p -0.20 X' = 0.48
R= 2.96e -1.77 X'= 0.40
a'= 0
v= 0.80
A tabulation of Equation 22 for values of A
equal to 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, and 2.00 is also in-
cluded in Table 3.
C. A < Ae
This case is uncommon in non-composite con-
struction. The inverted T-sections and sections in
which the bottom flange is heavier than the top
flange are in this category. They are discussed here
on the basis of service load design.
In this case, in order to obtain the minimum
concrete area, Requirements (1) and (3) must be
satisfied exactly. To illustrate the discussion, A is
assumed as 0.50.
Criterion III: It has been shown that in this
case Requirements (1), (3) and (4) must be satis-
fied exactly and (2) by a margin.
All stress coefficients are known except At which
can be computed from Equation 13 taking A = 0.50.
Xt = A (a' + X') - a'
77
= 0.27
Hence for A = 0.50, the stress coefficients cor-
responding to Criterion III will be
at = a,' = 0.04
At = 0.27
A = ' = 0.40
a = a 0
Substituting the above coefficients in Equations
14, 16, and 17, the following will result:
m = 0.167
R = 5.18 pa - 0.20
R = 2.78 ewo - 2.29
(23)
(24)
Table 4 contains a tabulation of Equations 23
and 24 for values of A equal to 0.50, 0.571, 0.667,
and 0.80.
Criterion IV: It has been shown that in this
II. NON-COMPOSITE SECTIONS
Table 5
Values of m and Stress Coefficients for Criteria I and II
Criterion I Criteria II
m at X(t a m at X.t a
0.220 0.040 0.480 0.352 0 0.250 -0.020 0.480 0.400 0
0.191 0.040 0.480 0.275 0 0.278 -0.116 0.480 0.400 0
0.168 0.040 0.480 0.222 0 0.300 -0.180 0.480 0.400 0
0.149 0.040 0.480 0.187 0 0,318 -0.226 0.480 0.400 0
0.133 0.040 0.480 0.160 0 0.333 -0.260 0.480 0.400 0
WhenA = A,= 0.89, m = 0.235
Specifications:
a,'= 0.04
Xt'= 0.48
X'= 0.40
a'= 0
7= 0.80
case Requirements (1), (2) and (3) must be satis-
fied exactly and (4) by a margin.
All stress coefficients are known except a which
can be computed by Equation 13 taking A = 0.50.
a = A (qat' + A') -~,A' - -0.168
Hence for A - 0.50, the stress coefficients corre-
sponding to Criterion IV will be
at = at' = 0.04
At At' = 0.48
X = ' = 0.40
a = -0.168
Substituting the above coefficients in Equations
14 and 17 and simplifying the following will result:
m = 0.306
R = 3.04 e) - 1.45 (25)
A tabulation of Equation 25 for values of A
equal to 0.50, 0.571, 0.667, and 0.799 and 0.89 is
also included in Table 4.
The values of m and the stress coefficients for
Criteria I and II are shown in Table 5 for con-
venient reference. Table 6 shows a similar tabula-
tion for Criteria III and IV.
It can be concluded that for a least weight de-
sign criterion and a given value of A, (1) the quan-
tity m can be determined and (2) a linear relation-
ship between R and o can be established.
Table 6
Values of m and Stress Coefficients for Criteria III and IV
C1 tt TT TVCriterion I1I r etr on
m a, Xt X a m at 5  N aX
0.222 0.040 0.432 0.400 0 0.249 0.040 0.480 0.400 -0.038
0.200 0.040 0.360 0.400 0 0.272 0.040 0.480 0.400 -0.096
0.181 0.040 0.309 0.400 0 0.291 0.040 0.480 0.400 -0.137
0.167 0.040 0.270 0.400 0 0.307 0.040 0.480 0.400 -0.168
When A = A= 0.89, m= 0.235
Specifications:
at'= 0.04
Xe'= 0.48
X'= 0.40
a'= 0
t,1 0.80
Table 7
The Relationship Between c/h and e
e/h-.
A
0.89
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
0.800
0.667
0.571
0.500
O=c/h=0
0.471
0.500
0.556
0.600
0.636
0.667
0.444
0.400
0.363
0.333
4=c/h=0.10
0.371
0.400
0.456
0.500
0.536
0.567
0.344
0.300
0.263
0.233
O=c/h=0.2
0.271
0.300
0.356
0.400
0.436
0.467
0.244
0.200
0.163
0.133
A C
'= 1 +A IT
10. The Relationship Between c and the
Cover Ratio
The cover ratio is defined as the ratio of the
distance between the bottom fiber and the center
of gravity of steel to the overall depth of the beam.
The cover which is the distance from the bottom
fiber to the center of gravity of steel is designated
by c in this study. The cover ratio is designated
as q = c/h.
It can be shown that for any section the follow-
ing expression is correct:
A c A
1+A h 1+A
Table 7 shows the values of E for different values
of A and three values of 4 = c/h, namely, 0, 0.1,
and 0.2. The values of c corresponding to 0/h = 0
have no practical meaning. They are given to show
the limiting conditions.
It should be noted that all values of E chosen in
the subsequent study are based upon the three
values of 4 mentioned above. From a practical
point of view it is more convenient to estimate p
than e.
/0
8
4 4
2
O
0 2 4 6 8 /0 12 14 16
Figure 1. Variation of R with w when all requirements
are satisfied exactly
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11. The Graphical Representation of Relations
Among the Unknowns
To facilitate the study of relations among the
unknowns, it is desirable to plot all equations de-
fining the relationship between R and a for the four
criteria discussed in the preceding section. In the
following paragraphs the plots are discussed for
each case.
a. A= Ae
In this case A = 0.89 and m = 0.235. Equations
18 and 19 are plotted in Figure 1 taking c as ab-
scissa and R as ordinate. The ordinate is varied
/0
8
6
4
2
0
8
Q: 4
2
0
8
6
4
2
'
from zero to 10 and the abscissa is taken from zero
to 15. Equation 18, which contains the parameter p,
has been plotted for four values of p, namely, 0.08,
0.10, 0.12, and 0.14. Equation 19, which contains
the parameter e, has been plotted on the same figure
with broken lines using three values of c - 0.271,
0.371, and 0.471. The thick broken line marked
e = 0.471 corresponds to a case in which b = 0, that
is, the center of gravity of the prestressing steel is
at the bottom fiber. The other broken lines for e =
0.271 and 0.371 correspond to q = 0.20 and 0.10 re-
spectively.
0 2 4 6 8 /0 12 14 0 2 4 6 8 /0 12 14 16
Figure 2. Variation of R with W for Criteria I and II
II. NON-COMPOSITE SECTIONS
8
6
4
2
n
0 2 4 6 8 /0 /2 /4
Figure 3. Variation of R
b. A > Ae
In this case the variation of a) with R has been
plotted for Criteria I and II assuming various val-
ues of A. Figure 2a shows the plot of Equations 20
and 21 for Criterion I when A = 1. As before, w is
taken as abscissa and varied from zero to 15, while
R is taken as ordinate and varied from zero to 10.
Equation 20 has been plotted for five values of p,
namely, 0.08, 0.0833, 0.10, 0.12, and 0.14. The heavy
solid line corresponding to p = 0.0833 shows the re-
lation between R and o for a rectangular section.
Equation 21 has been plotted on the same figure
with broken lines for values of E equal to 0.3, 0.4,
and 0.5. The plot for c = 0.5 corresponds to a case
in which p = 0, that is, the center of gravity of steel
is at the bottom fiber and is shown with a heavy
broken line. Similarly the broken lines for e = 0.3
and 0.4 correspond to p = 0.20 and 0.10 respec-
tively.
Figure 2d shows the plots of Equations 20 and
22 corresponding to Criterion II when A = 1. Evi-
dently, Equation 20 is the same in Criteria I and
II and is plotted again in Figure 2d. Equation 22
0 2 4 6 8 /0 /2 /4 16
with o for Criteria III and IV
has been plotted on the same figure using the same
values for e as in the preceding case.
Figures 2b through 2f show similar plots for
Criteria I and II for two values of A, namely, 1.50
and 2.00. In each case the same ordinate and ab-
scissa are used and similar values for p and e are
taken. In each case the plot corresponding to the
limiting value of f is shown with a heavy broken
line.
c. A < Ae
The graphical presentation is identical with the
preceding cases. The variation of o with R has
been plotted for Criteria III and IV assuming vari-
ous values for A. Figure 3b shows the plots of
Equations 23 and 24 for Criterion III when A =
0.50. Figure 3d shows the plots of Equations 23 and
25 for Criterion IV for the same value of A. The
same abscissa and ordinate have been used as be-
fore and the values of p and e are similar to the
preceding case.
Figures 3a and 3c show similar plots for Criteria
III and IV respectively using A = 0.667.
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12. The Interpretation of Relations Among
the Unknowns
Important conclusions can be drawn from the
algebraic and graphical presentation of relations
between R and o for the four criteria in the pre-
ceding sections. In the following paragraphs these
conclusions are restated and summarized.
To obtain the least area of concrete, the four
requirements must be satisfied exactly. This can
be done only for a specific position of the neutral
axis, that is, A must be equal to the known value
of Ae. In this case A and m have specific numerical
values and the variation of R with o is defined by
Equations 18 and 19 as plotted in Figure 1. Equa-
tion 18 defines the cross-sectional area of the beam,
while Equation 19 defines the eccentricity. For a
given depth, w is known and E can be estimated on
the basis of a minimum cover. From Figure 1 it can
be seen that an increase in p will result in an in-
crease in R and a decrease in the cross-sectional
area of the beam. The value of p, however, should
be low enough to provide a sufficient cover.
Since in most specifications Ae < 1, satisfying
four conditions exactly will result in beams with a
heavy bottom flange in comparison with the top
flange. For a value of A other than Ae, it would no
longer be possible to satisfy the four requirements
exactly. One or more requirements will have to be
satisfied by a margin resulting in a heavier section.
If A > Ae, for the least weight section, Require-
ments (2) and (4) must be satisfied exactly and
Criteria I and II may be used. For a specific value
of A and w, both criteria will produce the same
cross-sectional area, that is, the variation of R
with o for a given value of p is the same in both
criteria.
The variation of R with a for a given value of c
is not the same in Criteria I and II. Since Criterion
I requires the minimum area of steel for the area
of concrete chosen, a larger value of c is needed. In
Criterion II, since the required area of steel is the
maximum for the area of concrete chosen, the value
of E required is smaller.
A study of Figures 2a and 2d indicates that for
small values of o, the efficiency is limited in Cri-
terion I because of limitations on eccentricity,
while in Criterion II, since e is comparatively large,
a higher efficiency might be possible. It can be con-
cluded, therefore, that for smaller values of w, Cri-
terion II might produce a lighter section. For
example, assume that A = 1, o = 5 and it is neces-
sary to have E = 0.40. Applying Criterion I, from
Figure 2a the maximum possible p will be about
0.12 corresponding to a value of R which is about
3.5. Applying Criterion II, from Figure 2d the
value of p is more than 0.14, resulting in a value of
R that is somewhat higher than 4. It should be
emphasized, however, that there is a practical limi-
tation on p, and in many cases p = 0.14 may not be
realized.
The above conclusions can be generalized to
sections in which A is greater than unity. A study
of Figures 2b through 2f indicates that the general
characteristics of the plots are the same.
A comparison of Figures 2a and 2b shows that
when A = 1, the slope of the line relating R to o
for a specific value of p is greater than the corre-
sponding slope when A = 1.50. A study of Figures
2a through 2f indicates that the greater A becomes
in comparison with Ae, the greater is the area re-
quired for given w and p values.
If A < Ae, it has been shown that for the least
weight design Requirements (1) and (3) must be
satisfied exactly and in this case Criteria III and
IV may be applied. For a specific value of A both
criteria will produce the same cross-sectional area.
In other words, the variation of R with a< for given
values of p is the same in both criteria.
The variation of R with w for given values of c
is not the same in Criteria III and IV. For the
same A, o, and p values, a greater c is necessary in
Criterion III than in Criterion IV. The general
characteristic of each plot is identical with plots
already discussed.
Similarly from Figures 3a through 3d it can be
concluded that for given p and o, the smaller A
becomes in comparison with Ae the greater the area
required.
13. Relationship Among the Geometric Properties
of Various Types of Sections
On the basis of the discussions in the preceding
sections, a convenient procedure may be developed
for service load design of non-composite sections.
However, before a design can be made relationships
among the geometric properties of the section must
be developed. Since A and p are section properties,
they are derived for various types of sections.
It can be shown that for symmetrical I-sections
such as shown in Figure 4 the following expression
is correct:
II. NON-COMPOSITE SECTIONS
Figure 4. The relationshi
function of t/h, b'/b; it can be seen that both p and
A are functions of t/h and b'/b.
Equations 27 and 28 are plotted in Figure 5d.
Equation 27 representing the variation of p with
t/h is plotted in Figure 5d. The efficiency p is taken
as ordinate and varied between 0.05 and 0.11; t/h
is taken as abscissa and varied from zero to 0.50.
In this plot b'/b is taken as 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7,
and 1.0. Equation 28 is plotted in Figure 5d taking
A as ordinate and t/h as abscissa. The ordinate is
varied from 1.0 to 2.7; the abscissa t/h is common
with that in Figure 5d and the same values of b'/b
have been used. Evidently Figure 5d can also be
used for an inverted T-section, by substituting 1/A
for all values of A.
For an unsymmetrical I-section in which the
kciht nes of + 1d b, t+l fl ;atiT 11, Adl ai
.2 .3 .4 .5 the width of the top flange is greater than that of
the bottom flange, the following expressions are
ip among the section properties correct:
of symmetrical I-sections
1 - (1 - b'/b) (1 - 2 t/h)3
S12 [1 - (1 - b'/b) (1 - 2 t/h)]
in which
b = the width of the flange,
b' = the thickness of the web,
t = the thickness of the flange, anc
other terms have been defined
viously.
Equation 26 is plotted in Figure 4. The
ciency p is taken as ordinate and varied from
to 0.25; t/h is taken as abscissa and varied
zero to 0.50. In plotting Equation 26, b'/b is t
as 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, and 0.50.
For a T-section such as shown in Figure 5(
following relations can be established:
tb h h +  b
3 i1 - V t +b
S ( --t2 to
b' ( t 2  t 2
All the terms in the above equations have beer
fined before. Equation 27 indicates that p is a
1+-2 - b' t b' +3
(26) P [(1 br- '
- (+A) V l+Ab
b '(1
bb (1
-2) h 1
t b'I) (1 -hA'
Th b
(- 1)
(29)
(30)
-2)
in which b is the width of top flange and ob is the
width of the bottom flange. The derivation of the
above equations is shown in Appendix A.
Equations 29 and 30 are plotted in Figures 5
for three values of -= 0.667, 0.50, and 0.40 re-
spectively, corresponding to sections in which
A> 1.0.
Figure 5a is a plot of Equations 29 and 30 for
the specific value of -= 0.67. This case corre-
sponds to an unsymmetrical I-section in which the
top flange is one and one-half times wider than the
bottom flange. The curves presented in Figure 5a
represent Equation 29. The quantity p is taken as
ordinate and varied between 0.07 and 0.12, while
t/h is taken as abscissa and varied between zero
and 0.5. The curves are drawn for six values of
b'/b, namely, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.67. The
curve corresponding to b' = 0.67 represents a T-
section. The curves presented in Figure 5a represent
t
+ 2 -h- +-
+ t+2 ( - 1)
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Figure 5. The relationship among the geometric properties of T-sections and of unsymmetrical I-sections
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Equation 30. In this case A is taken as ordinate and
varied between 1.0 and 2.0 while the abscissa is t/h
as in the curves above. This equation is plotted
for the same values of b'/b. As before the curve
corresponding to b'/b = 0.67 represents a T-section.
Figures 5b and 5c show plots of Equations 29
and 30 for ý = 0.50 and 4 = 0.40 respectively. The
curves in these figures are similar to the ones in
Figure 5a.
14. Design Procedure
The following steps may be followed in design-
ing a beam:
a. Choose a value for A - on the basis of the
discussion in Section IIA12 it is desirable to have
A as close to Ae as possible.
b. Choose values for h and p. The choice of h
should be based on clearance requirements and the
height of the building. The efficiency p can be
closely estimated if the shape of the section is
known. For I-sections, p should be in the neighbor-
hood of 0.12, for T-sections about 0.09.
c. Compute t, R and the cross-sectional area of
the beam, using the midspan moments.
d. From the proper equation defining the geo-
metric properties of the assumed section choose a
value for t/h and determine b'/b. Since A is known,
b can be computed. In completing this step the
tentative proportions of the section are determined.
e. Compute the eccentricity corresponding to
the minimum and maximum steel areas. If the
maximum eccentricity produces a sufficient cover,
it may be adopted; otherwise the eccentricity may
be reduced. If the minimum eccentricity produces
insufficient cover, A and h may be increased or
p decreased.
B. ULTIMATE FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF BEAMS
WITH BONDED REINFORCEMENT
1. Introduction
In the preceding section the first group of design
criteria, that is the criteria for service loads, were
investigated independently. Before studying the
criteria in the second group, the ultimate design
criteria, the ultimate flexural theory of beams, will
be examined. Since the ultimate design criteria are
generally based on ultimate flexural strength of
beams, it is necessary to understand the theory and
methods used in the determination of flexural
strength.
This section contains a brief presentation of the
general theory, which forms the basis for estimating
the ultimate moment-carrying capacity of a pre-
stressed concrete section. In addition, a compara-
tive study is made of several simplified procedures
that give results fairly close to those obtained by
using the more exact and elaborate methods. The
simplifying assumptions made or implied in these
procedures, and their limitations, are also discussed.
This section is not intended to introduce a new
theory, but only to restate the significant ideas con-
cerning the ultimate strength of beams in flexure,
as adapted to accomodate this study.
2. General Expression for Ultimate Moment
of a Beam
A flexural failure takes place mostly by crushing
of concrete, the corresponding tensile strain in the
steel being either within or outside the elastic
range, depending on whether the beam is over- or
under-reinforced.
Computation of ultimate moment in a beam
with bonded reinforcement is based on the follow-
ing assumptions:
a. Strains are distributed linearly across the
section at all stages of loading.
b. At failure, the extreme fiber strain in con-
crete corresponds to a limiting value which is prac-
tically independent of the quality of the concrete
and which lies in the approximate range from 0.003
to 0.004.
c. The compression stress block at ultimate load
is curvi-linear with an average stress which varies
from about f/' to 0.8 f/', for f,' ranging from 3000
to 8000 p.s.i. Also the resultant compression acts at
a distance from the compression face equal to 0.40
to 0.45 times the depth of the stress block.
d. Perfect bond is maintained between concrete
and steel, that is, the change in strain in steel is
equal to change in strain in concrete at the level of
steel at all stages of loading.
e. The tension resisted by the concrete is small
and may be neglected.
The assumptions regarding linear distribution
of strain, the limiting strain for concrete in flexural
compression and presence of perfect bond, are gen-
erally inaccurate. However, by means of these as-
sumptions a theory can be established which can
be used with reasonable accuracy in computing the
flexural strength of bonded beams. The character-
istics of the fully developed stress block are
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supported by experimental evidence. The tensile
resistance of concrete is small and its contribution
to the ultimate moment may be neglected.
If the values of the limiting strain, average
stress, and the location of resultant compression are
known or assumed, the ultimate moment can be
estimated by simultaneously satisfying the require-
ments for static equilibrium, geometric compati-
bility of strains, and the stress-strain relation of
the reinforcement.
For rectangular sections or for flanged sections
in which at failure the neutral axis lies within the
compression flange, the following expression can be
written from statics:
M, = AJfnd 1 - kc2 pf - )
\e Jc
(31)
in which
M,,= the ultimate moment,
A, = the area of the prestressing steel,
fsu = the stress in steel at failure of the
beam,
d = the distance from the center of
gravity of steel to the extreme com-
pression fiber,
k2 = the ratio of the distance of the com-
pression force from the compression
fiber to the depth of stress block,
p = the percentage of reinforcement
taken as A,/bd in which b is the
width of the compression flange,
fe = the average compressive stress in
concrete at failure.
From the assumed strain distribution we have:
pfsu u_
fcu esu - Ese - Ece +" u
(32)
in which
c. =the limiting strain in concrete at
failure,
as, = the strain in steel at failure of the
beam,
€se = the strain in steel due to the effec-
tive prestress,
<ce = the strain in concrete at the level of
steel due to effective prestress.
The other terms have already been defined.
The steel stress fu can be obtained from Equa-
tion 32 with the use of the pertinent stress-strain
relationship. The ultimate resisting moment may
then be evaluated by substituting the value of fu
so found in Equation 31. It may be observed that
Equations 31 and 32 are general and applicable to
both under- and over-reinforced beams.
The procedure outlined above for obtaining the
steel stress at failure of the beam is rather compli-
cated. It involves either a trial and error procedure
or the use of arbitrary algebraic equations fitted to
the stress-strain curve for the steel. These pro-
cedures are hardly justifiable for routine design
and difficult to handle for purposes of analytical
study. Several simplified expressions are discussed
in the subsequent sections.
3. Method Suggested by C. P. Siess ( 2 )
Siess has recommended the following approxi-
mate expression for under-reinforced beams:
Mu=Af,'d[l-(C )+C,2 cc( 2 (33)
in which
q = A measure of percentage of reinforce-
ment taken as Pf'fcu
qb = The value of q corresponding to
balanced failure (in which fe =
fe,) and is given by the relation
qb = , where esy is
-sy - e - fce + eu
the strain corresponding to the stress
C = 1 - f , where fý, is the stress at
yield, usually taken as 0.2 per cent
plastic set
C 2 = k2qb
Equation 33 checks very closely with test
results reported by Billet and Appleton, (3) Sozen, (41
and Warwaruk, ( ') for under-reinforced beams. A
fairly satisfactory agreement is observed even for
over-reinforced beams for values of q as high as 1.5
qb with an increasing degree of conservatism, which
seems desirable.
Equation 33 may be further simplified by neg-
lecting the term C, C 2 (q/qb>)2 which is usually
small.
The factors affecting the value of qb usually
vary within the following relatively narrow range.
-n = 0.003 to 0.004
Esy = 0.01
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ese = 0.0033 to 0.005
Ece = 0.0004
The corresponding value of qb would vary be-
tween 0.32 and 0.47.
Assuming:
-//= 250 k.s.i.
fsy = 210 k.s.i.
k2 = 0.42
We have:
C1 = 1 - f,,/// = 0.16
C 2 = k 2 qb = 0.134 to 0.197
Thus C1 + C2 varies from about 0.294 to 0.357
with an average value of about 1/3.
Equation 33 may then be rewritten as follows:
Mý = Ajf'd 1- I q (34)
4. Methods Specified in the Bureau of Public
Roads Criteria"' )
The following is specified:
Where the prestressing elements are bonded to
the concrete, reinforcement shall be assumed bal-
anced if
0.8 f'
Pb = 0. 2 3 081 (35)
When p is equal to or less than pb, the ultimate
moment Mu shall be determined as follows:
M« = 0.9 Af,'d (36)
When p is greater than Pb, Mu shall be com-
puted by the following expression:
M. =0.9 V A,Ab,, f,'d
where Abs = steel area for a balanced section.
The above equation may be expressed in terms
of pb as follows:
M» = 0 .9 I/ p Af'/d
where
p = A,/bd
Substituting for pb from Equation 35, the above
equation can be expressed as follows:
M. = 0.9\1 0.23 0.8 Af,'d (37)
* Pfs,
5. Methods Recommended by the Joint
Committee (6)
In the Tentative Recommendations for Pre-
stressed Concrete prepared by the Joint ACI-ASCE
Committee 323, an elaborate method is presented
for the calculation of ultimate moment. In the
following paragraphs a brief discussion of Section
209.2, "Ultimate Flexural Strength," of these rec-
ommendations is included for the sake of interest.
For rectangular sections or for flanged sections
in which the neutral axis lies within the flange, the
ultimate flexural strength is given by the following
expression:
M. = Afd ( - 0.6 pZ) (38)
It is assumed that when the flange thickness is
less than 1.4 dpf8 u/fc' the neutral axis will fall out-
side the flange and the following approximate ex-
pression for ultimate moment is given:
M. = A,,f,jd 1 - 0.6 Adf,
+ 0.85 f/' (b - b')t(d - 0.5t) (39)
where
A,, = A, - Af = the steel area considered
to act with the rectangular section
of width b'.
A,f = 0.85 f/' (b - b') t/f,, = the steel area
required to develop the compressive
strength of the overhanging portions
of the flange.
The following empirical and approximate ex-
pressions for fa are specified for use in Equations
38 and 39 provided that the following conditions
are satisfied:
a. The stress-strain properties of the steel dis-
play a high yield strength coupled with a substan-
tial elongation before rupture. (In the proposed
specifications a whole section is dedicated to the
required and desirable properties of steel.)
b. The effective prestress after losses is not less
than 0.5 f/.
f. = f/ (1 - 0.5 - (40)
To avoid the use of over-reinforced beams, the
percentage of prestressing steel should be such that
the ratios p f,u/f,' for rectangular sections and
A,rfu/b'd f,' for flanged sections be not more than
0.30.
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If a steel percentage in excess of this amount is
used, the ultimate moment shall be taken as not
greater than the following values:
(1). Rectangular Sections
Mi = 0.25 f' bd 2  (41)
(2). Flanged Sections
31M = 0.25 b'd 2 f' + 0.85 f,' (b - b') t (d-0.5t) (42)
A minimum amount of steel percentage is also
specified to avoid possible failure of a beam by
fracture of the prestressing steel.
In the actual proposed specifications, expres-
sions are also included for computing the flexural
strength of the unbonded beams. In this study
since only bonded beams are considered these ex-
pressions are not included.
6. A Comparative Study of the Simplified Methods
The expression for ultimate moment used in the
three methods discussed may be written in the
following general form:
M = A,f,'Kd
The quantity Kd may be thought of as an
equivalent internal moment arm at failure. Ac-
tually it is not the true moment arm, for it corre-
sponds to a tensile force A,f,' instead of A,,f,.
The major variable which affects the value of
K may be taken as q = pfsy/fcu. For a comparative
study of the ultimate moments computed by the
three methods, it is sufficient to study the variaticn
of K versus q for each method.
A relationship must therefore be established be-
tween K and q for each of the methods discussed.
The following assumptions are made:
e„ = 0.0034
Cs, = 0.0100
see = 0.0050
e<e = 0.0004
feU = 0.8/'
f,' = 250,000 p.s.i.
fu = 210,000 p.s.i.
fe, = 150,000 p.s.i.
On the basis of the above assumptions, the value
of qb in the equation suggested by Siess is 0.425,
and K can be presented as
K= ( - 1 q = 1 - 0.7 8 5 q (43)3 qb
According to the Bureau of Public Roads Cri-
teria, the value of K is constant and is equal to
0.9 when p is less than pb. The expression for Pb
can be written as follows:
Pb = 0. 2 3 0.f- =0.23 -
Since
Lf, 210
f - - 0.84/ ' 250
Pb = 0.193 flu
fsy
Evidently in the Bureau of Public Roads
Criteria, qb = 0.193. The following can be con-
cluded:
For q < 0.193:
K = 0.9
For q > 0.193:
K = 0.9 0.23 -qf
qf,
K 0.396
(44)
(45)
The proposed recommendations of the Joint
Committee will be studied for rectangular sections
and sections in which the neutral axis falls below
the flange. Substituting for f,„ from Equation 40
in Equation 38 and rearranging, the following value
of K will be obtained:
d =- K = 1 - 0.5
1 - 0.6 + 0.3 ( 2)]
Since
p ' f= f.- f'
P f P f f L f•y = 0.953 q
hence
K = (1 - 0.477 q) (1 - 0.572 q + 0.272 q2) (46)
Equation 46 is applicable only when p f,
<0.30, or q<0.39. fl
For values of q >_ 0.39 the following expression
is given:
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M. f'1 0.25 - K = 0.25
A df,' . pf' 0.953 q
K 0.262 (47)
To summarize the preceding discussion the val-
ues of K are tabulated for each of the three methods
discussed:
Table 8
Values of K
Method
Method by
C. P. Siess
Bureau of public
Roads Criteria
Joint Committee
Recommendations
(Rectangular Sections)
K
K= 1-0.785q
(q <0.64)
q <0.193: K=0.9
q >0.193: K=0.396/"/q
q-<0.39: K= (1-0.477q) (1-0.572q+0.272q2)
q >0.39: K=0.262/q
The variation of K with q is shown graphically
in Figure 6 for the three methods discussed. The
factor K is taken as ordinate and varied between
0.3 and 1.0 while q is taken as abscissa and varied
between zero and 0.6.
To show the variation of K with q in Siess'
Method, Equation 43 in which qb = 0.425, has been
plotted in Figure 6. This line is marked (1) in the
figure. The line marked (2) corresponds to a line
with a qb of 0.378.
The variation of K with q for the Bureau of
Public Roads Criteria is presented in the same
figure by plotting Equations 44 and 45. The curve
is marked (3) in the figure.
Equations 46 and 47 are similarly plotted in
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
q =p ylf
Figure 6. Variation of K with q
Figure 6 to show the variation of K versus q for
the Joint Committee recommendation. The curve
is marked (4).
To show the accuracy of each method the re-
sults of 37 beam tests are plotted designating each
beam by a point. These beams were tested at the
University of Illinois by D. F. Billet,( 3 ) M. A.
Sozen, (4) and J. W. Warwaruk. (5)
Table 9
The Characteristics of the Beams Tested by Billet and Appleton (5 )
Beam Concrete
Strength
f/'
p.s.i.
B-2 5420
B-4 3440
B-5 5650
B-6 2950
B-7 5910
B-8 3280
B-9 6330
B-10 3530
B-11 3910
B-12 5550
B-13 3750
B-14 3755
B-15 5710
B-16 3330
B-17 4580
B-18 4100
B-19 6225
B-20 3820
B-21 6560
B-22 7630
B-23 8200
B-24 6115
B-25 3270
B-26 1270
B-26 4590
Factor k1k3 f/ Reinforce-
k -k3 = fe, ment
p.s.i. p7
%
0.670
0.822
1.030
0.806
1.130
0.804
0.902
0.979
0.867
1.040
1.030
0.703
1.170
0.745
0.824
0.778
0.814
0.744
0.789
0.716
0.882
1.000
1.530
0.842
0.198
0.413
0.437
0.695
0.942
0.953
0.418
0.107
0.419
0.870
0.656
0.916
0.418
0.108
0.429
0.647
0.873
0.278
0.284
0.561
0.943
0.746
0.641
0.440
0.920
Effective
Prestress
/.i
k.s.i.
Ultimate
Strength
k.s.i.
245.6
245.6
249.0
249.0
249.0
249.0
240.0
240.0
240.0
240.0
240.0
240.0
240.0
240.0
240.0
240.0
240.0
249.0
249.0
249.0
249.0
249.0
249.0
249.0
249.0
0.2% Offset
Stress
k.s.i.
206.0
206.0
219.8
219.8
219.8
219.8
206.7
206.7
206.7
206.7
206.7
206.7
206.7
206.7
206.7
206.7
206.7
219.8
219.8
219.8
219.8
219.8
219.8
219.8
219.8
Effective
Depth
d
in.
9.53
9.19
9.33
8.12
8.09
7.99
9.23
9.01
9.21
8.33
8.15
7.99
9.29
9.00
9.09
8.29
8.27
9.27
9.05
9.13
8.20
8.24
8.01
9.27
8.36
Area of
Steel
A.
sq. in.
0.116
0.232
0.249
0.342
0.467
0.467
0.234
0.059
0.234
0.439
0.322
0.439
0.234
0.059
0.234
0.322
0.439
0.156
0.156
0,311
0.467
0.373
0.311
0.249
0.467
Measured
Ultimate
Moment
MA
k - in.
263
400
492
451
646
594
422
118
418
549
425
470
428
125
406
462
633
281
304
592
708
593
444
345
621
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Beam Concrete
Strength
A/'
p.s.i.
Table 10
The Characteristics of the Beams Tested by Sozen ( 4 ) and Warwaruk" 5)
Factor kik3 f' Reinforce- Ultimate 0.2% Offset Effective Effective
iika = f-I ment Strength Stress Prestress Depth
p.s.i. p f/ fS f.. d
% k.s.i. k.s.i. k.s.i. in.
A.12.48 4840 0.750 3630 0.774 240 208.0
A.12.60 3350 0.799 2680 0.665 240 208.0
A.22.26 3665 0.760 2780 0.316 240 208.0
A.32.08 4180 0.580 2420 0.104 240 208.0
A.32.11 4410 1.003 4430 0.161 240 208.0
A.32.17 3810 1.456 5550 0.218 240 208.0
B.11.07 8260 0.906 7500 0.180 255 213.5
B.12.07 8400 0.623 5230 0.181 255 213.5
B.13.07-
a  8560 0.732 6270 0.184 255 213.5
J-3 5280 0.657 3470 0.166 267 220.0
J-1 3970 0.645 2560 0.369 267 220.0
J-7b 5230 0.685 3580 0.658 267 220.0
* Beams A. 12.48 through B.13.07 were tested by M. A. Sozen.(4
b Beams J-3 through J-7 were tested by J. W. Warwaruk.(Oc Beams B. 11.07 through J-7 were I-sections with a web thickness of approximately 3 in.
The characteristics of the beams tested and the
properties of the materials used are listed in Tables
9 and 10. The actual values of K and q are listed
in Table 11.
A distinction is made in the points plotted in
Figure 6 according to the value of fse, the effective
prestress. A hollow triangle indicates an fse in the
beam of less than 30 k.s.i. The beams with fse be-
tween 100 k.s.i. and 130 k.s.i. are shown by hollow
circles, while the beams with fse over 150 k.s.i. are
designated by hollow squares.
From Figure 6 one may conclude that all the
three practical methods for computing the flexural
Table 11
The Actual Values of
Beam K M=Kf--
B-2 0.967
B-3 0.993
B-5 0.851
B-6 0.652
B-7 0.686
B-8 0.640
B-9 0.815
B-10 0.924
B-11 0.808
B-12 0.626
B-13 0.675
B-14 0.558
B-15 0.820
B-16 0.982
B-17 0.796
B-18 0.721
B-19 0.727
B-20 0.780
B-21 0.866
B-22 0.838
B-23 0.742
B-24 0.774
B-25 0.716
B-26 0.600
B-27 0.639
A.12.48 0.730
A.12.60 0.664
A.22.26 0.819
A.32.08 0.956
A.32.11 0.927
A.32.17 0.869
B.11.07 1.000
B.12.07 0.981
B.13.07 0.982
J-3 0.895
J-1 0.708
J-7 0.648
K and q
q
0.112
0.348
0.207
0.503
0.435
0.435
0.170
0.069
0.226
0.373
0.348
0.489
0.215
0.057
0.260
0.396
0.373
0.197
0.112
0.205
0.353
0.304
0.430
0.498
0.523
0.433
0.516
0.236
0.089
0.076
0.082
0.051
0.074
0.063
0.105
0.317
0.404
strength of prestressed concrete beams result in a
reasonable estimate of the value of K.
A similar study can be made for flanged sections
and it can be shown that the approximate expres-
sions presented in this chapter for rectangular sec-
tions are also applicable to flanged sections.
In this study two methods are used in comput-
ing the ultimate flexural strength of beams:
(1) Siess' method with qb - 0.425, and (2) the
Bureau of Public Roads Criteria.
C. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SERVICE LOAD
AND ULTIMATE DESIGN CRITERIA
1. Introduction
In Section IIA, the relationship among the
parameters affecting the service load design was
studied. This section deals with the relation of the
parameters affecting working load design criteria
with the safety factors against ultimate failure.
The minimum possible safety factors, and the con-
ditions under which they would occur, are also in-
vestigated for a given set of design specifications.
This study is carried out for both under-
reinforced and over-reinforced beams. However, for
highly over-reinforced beams the methods used here
may not apply. Generally, sections used in non-
composite construction are I-sections or sections
with heavy top flanges which are mostly under-
reinforced. On the other hand, inverted T-sections
and sections with heavy bottom flange may be over-
reinforced. The methods used here are reasonably
accurate for over-reinforced beams provided that
the percentage of steel is not more than 50 per cent
over the balanced percentage. It must be empha-
sized that this study is based on the assumption
that neutral axis at failure always falls in the flange
of the section.
140.0
136.0
50.0
0
0
0
121.6
125.0
127.0
118.2
114.0
112.0
Area of
Steel
A.
sq. in.
0.381
0.352
0.176
0.058
0.087
0.116
0.121
0.121
0.121
0.091
0.211
0.362
8.20
8.81
9.28
9.24
8.94
8.85
11.07
11.05
11.03
9.10
9.06
9.08
Measured
Ultimate
Moment
M.
k - in.
547
494
321
123
173
214
341
334
334
198
361
569
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2. The Live Load and Total Load Safety Factors
Of the loads which a beam is required to sup-
port during its service life, its own weight and any
superimposed dead load attached permanently to it
are known with a fair degree of accuracy, while
there is considerable uncertainty about the magni-
tude of the live load and impact that may act on
the beam. Consequently, a smaller margin of safety
is usually required in cases where the dead load
constitutes most of the load acting on the structure,
while a higher margin is required when the live
load is predominant. To achieve this variable
margin of safety, two requirements are often stipu-
lated in design specifications for minimum accept-
able safety factors.
a. The ultimate load-carrying capacity should
provide a safety factor of 1 for the dead load,
and a specified minimum safety factor for the live
load and impact.
b. The ultimate load-carrying capacity of the
beam should provide a specified minimum safety
factor for the total load.
Since the ultimate load-carrying capacity is
based on flexural strength, the first requirement can
be written as follows:
MU = (M, + M,) + NJ X M,
in which
Mg = the moment due to the weight of the
beam
Ms = the moment due to the superim-
posed dead load
M, = the moment due to live load and
impact
NJ = the live load safety factor
In the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria a min-
imum value of 3 is specified for Nz.
The second requirement can be written in the
following form:
Mu = Nt (M, + M, + Ms)
in which
Nt = the total load safety factor.
In the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria a mini-
mum value of 2 is specified for Nt.
The above requirement for Nt insures that an
adequate overall margin of safety is available
even for structures with high dead to live load
ratios. The use of the specification for NJ alone in
a structure with no live load would give a total
load safety factor of only 1, that is, no margin of
safety at all. According to the minimum values for
the live load and total load safety factors specified
in the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria, NJ or N,
would govern depending on whether the ratio of
live load to dead load is more or less than one
respectively.
To establish a relationship between NJ and Nt
the two expressions for Mu are equated as follows:
Mu=M,+M,+NiXMi=Nt (M,+M,+MA)
N = M, + M± + NJ X M,
M± + M, + M,
N M = M, + N M,
Mt Mt
Hence
N = M (N, - 1) + 1
Introducing
R', M
Mt
Nt = R' (N, - 1) + 1
Figure 7a shows the plot of the above relation
for various values of R'. In this plot Nt is taken
as ordinate and NJ as abscissa.
It is therefore sufficient to study the variation
of any one of these safety factors with the param-
eters affecting the service load design criteria. For
convenience, Nt has been selected for this study.
3. The Live Load and Dead Load Safety Factors
In many specifications the ultimate load-
carrying capacity must provide minimum safety
factors for dead and live loads. Assuming the ulti-
mate capacity is based on flexure, this requirement
can be written as follows:
M. = Nd(M, + M,) + NJ M,
in which
Nd is the dead load safety factor.
Since the variation Nt, the total load safety fac-
tor, can be studied more conveniently, its relation-
ship with Nd and NJ must be established.
From the discussion in the preceding section,
we know
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Figure 7. Variation of N1
M. = Nt (M, + M. + M,)
Equating the two expressions for Mu we have
Na (M, + M,) + NzMz = N, (M, + Ms + Mi)
or
Nt =Nd 1 - L)1 N,
Since
M -' R'
Mt
hence
N, = Nd (1 - R') + R'N,
The above equation has been plotted in Figure
7, taking N, as ordinate and Nt as abscissa. In
Figure 7b, Nd is taken as 1.5 while in Figure 7c it
is taken as 2.00. In both figures, R' is varied from
zero to 1.00. The plot of the above equation with
Nd = 1 will result in the lines shown in Figure 7a.
4. The General Expression for the Total Load
Safety Factor
The total load safety factor against ultimate
flexual failure may be expressed in terms of the
variables used in service load design.
In Section II, B it was shown that the ultimate
moment capacity of a prestressed concrete beam
may be expressed in the following form:
M. = A,,' Kd
As pointed out, the factor K depends primarily
on the relative amount of reinforcement used and
may be estimated from various empirical or semi-
empirical relations. Retaining the factor K as such,
the above equation may be written as follows:
M, = K ( - f f A (e + yt)
in which
f, is the stress in steel at transfer and other
terms have been defined.
Evidently
Ajf, _ Pt
Af/ Af' n
(e + yt) = h (e + 1 +A
All terms in the above expressions have been
defined in Section IIA. Substituting the above
expressions in the equation for M., the following
will be obtained:
M = K ( ) m Af' h + 1+A (48)
and by definition
M, = M (1 + R) = AL 2 (1 + R)
or8
or
Mt = 8 Ahf/' (1 + R)8W) (49)
From Equations 48 and 49 the total load safety
factor can be computed as follows:
4
3
AN 2
I,
,1 (,) ,io (b// Nd/ 5 //(C) d2.0
N M K (" fM
M, f/ 1+R I+A (50)
From Equations 11 and 12 it can be shown
that
(1 + R)
8@W = p (X + a) + Mme
and from Equation 14
AX -a
7 (1 + A)
Substituting the above values of 8- and
m in Equation 50, we have 8w
1
S 7AX, +a
Putting qf, = fse, where fse is the effective prestress,
we obtain the following:) 6 +
p (1+A)
1 +A
X+ - a
AX -- a
According to the Bureau of Public Roads Cri-
teria for values of q less than 0.193, the factor K
is a constant and is equal to 0.90. For values of q
more than 0.193, it was shown in the preceding
chapter that the general expression for K can be
written as follows:
0.901 0.23 fa,
K = 0.90 q f
Substituting the value of q from Equation 52 in
the above equation the following results:
0 f, fu bdK = 0.90 0.23 f Am\ f.' fc' Am (54)
It should be emphasized that in this study the
neutral axis at failure is assumed always to fall in
the flange.
All the quantities in Equations 53 and 54 are
known or assumed. The quantity A/bd is a shape
factor and it can be shown that for rectangular
sections
The above expression is general and may be
used for determining the total load safety factor
corresponding to any given working load design
criterion. The factor K may be estimated by any
of the simplified methods outlined in Section II, B.
5. Determination of Factor K
In Section II, B the most important variable
affecting the factor K was shown to be the relative
steel percentage, presented by the parameter q =
p f. This parameter may be expressed in terms7f1
of m used in service load design criteria as follows:
fay A f a  ay Af, f f ,y ( f) A
S .fn ~ bd f - Af' f, f, / bd
q = m fay  f' A (52)fa f,• bd
As shown in the preceding chapter, the general
expression for K according to Siess' Method is as
follows:
K = 1 q-3 qb)
Substituting the value of q from Equation 52 in
the above equation, the following is obtained:
1+el- 2
for symmetrical I-sections
_ 1 1 12 p - 1
1 L 12p - (1- 2 t/h)2
S2
(55)
(56)
and for T-sections and inverted T-sections
A
bd
1 F
1
I+A
L
(1 - A)2
1+ 3 p (A 1)-A 2 (57)
It should be noted that the left side of Equation
57 for inverted T-sections should be A/b'd instead
of A/bd. The values of A/bd for various A, p, t/h
and t values are listed in Tables 12 and 13.
From the above discussion K can be concluded
to be a function of A, c, p, and m for given values of
qb, fy/fa and fe'/fc, or f//f/' and f'/f/•.
6. Variables Affecting the Total Load Safety Factor
From Equations 51 and 53, or 54, it may be ob-
served that the variables which determine the value
of Nt can be grouped into two categories.
The shape factors of the section constitute the
II. NON-COMPOSITE SECTIONS
K =( m fy f'c A
3qb f fc,. bd (53)
fs'N, = K( f
Ta J
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p t/h
0.0833-
0.10
0.09 0.20
0.30
0.40
0.10
0.10 0.20
0.30
0.40
0.10
0.11 0.20
0.30
0.40
0.10
0.12 0.20
0.30
0.40
0.10
0.13 0.20
0.30
0.40
0.10
0.14 0.20
0.30
0.40
0.10
0.15 0.20
0.30
0.40
A /bd 1
2-+
A /bd
= 0.50 e = 0.40 e = 0.30
1.000 1.111 1.250
0.818 0.909 1.023
0.889 0.988 1.111
0.913 1.014 1.141
0.923 1.026 1.154
0.643 0.714 0.804
0.762 0.847 0.952
0.808 0.897 1.010
0.828 0.920 1.035
0.529 0.588 0.662
0.667 0.741 0.833
0.724 0.805 0.905
0.750 0.833 0.938
0.450 0.500 0.563
0.593 0.658 0.741
0.656 0.729 0.820
0.686 0.762 0.857
0.391 0.435 0.489
0.533 0.593 0.667
0.600 0.667 0.750
0.632 0.702 0.790
0.346 0.385 0.433
0.485 0.539 0.606
0.553 0.614 0.691
0.585 0.650 0.732
0.310 0.345 0.388
0.444 0.494 0 556
0.512 0.569 0.640
0.546 0.606 0.682
S12 -1 ]
12p- (I- 2ý Y
a Efficiency of a rectangular section.
variables in the first category and are represented
by A, p, and the eccentricity ratio e. The latter has
been included among the shape factors because it
defines the relative location of the steel which is
part of the make-up of the section.
The variables in the second category are the
final stress coefficients for concrete and steel under
service loads. These are represented by A and a for
the concrete and fsee/f' for the prestressing steel.
The factor K as has been shown, depends en-
tirely on the shape factors and stress-coefficients
included in the above groups. The value of m in
the expressions for K can be shown to be a function
of A and the final stress coefficients.
For all practical purposes, the total load safety
factor depends only on the shape of the section, as
defined by the dimensionless factors A, p, and e, and
the final working stresses, as defined by the stress-
coefficients A, a, and fse/f,'. The quantitative effects
of variation in the shape factors and allowable
stress coefficients on the safety factor are discussed
in the subsequent sections.
7. The Allowable Stresses, Properties of Materials
and Sections Investigated
By means of Equations 51 and 53, or 54, the
variation of Nt, the total load safety factor, can
be studied for various values of A, p, e, and the
T-Sections
A p A/bd
c/h c/h= c/h=
= 0 0.10 0.20
1.25 0.08 0.820 0.911 1.025
1.25 0.09 0.681 0.756 0.851
1.25 0.10 .... .... ....
1.50 0.08 0.667 0.741 0.833
1.50 0.09 0.556 0.617 0,695
1.50 0.10 0.333 0.370 0.417
1.75 0,08 0.549 0.610 0.686
1.75 0.09 0.449 0.499 0.561
1.75 0.10 0.291 0.324 0.364
2.00 0.08 0.457 0.507 0.571
2.00 0.09 0.363 0.403 0.454
2.00 0.10 0.231 0.256 0.289
Inverted T-Sections
A p A/bd
c/h c/h = c/h=
= 0 0.10 0.20
0.800 0.08 1.291 1.434 1.613
0.800 0.09 1.170 1.300 1.463
0.800 0.10 .... .... ....
0.667 0.08 1.500 1.667 0.875
0.667 0.09 1.363 1.514 1.704
0.667 0.10 1.286 1.429 1.608
0.571 0.08 1.688 1.876 2.110
0.571 0.09 1.539 1.710 1.923
0.571 0.10 1.443 1.603 1.803
0.500 0.08 1.862 2.069 2.328
0.500 0.09 1.699 1.888 2.124
0.500 0.10 1.588 1.765 1.985
A 1 1  (- A)
2
bd 1 + 3p(A+ 1) 2 - A
S1+A
A c  A
1+A h 1+A
stress coefficients for allowable stresses at service
loads.
To establish a definite relationship between the
design criteria at service loads and the total load
safety factor, the variation of the total load safety
factor for the least weight design criteria developed
in Section IIB will be discussed.
In computing the safety factors the following
assumptions have been made regarding the allow-
able stresses, average properties of the materials,
and the range of the section properties.
a. ALLOWABLE STRESSES:
Concrete:
at =0.04
-' = 0.48
A' = 0.40
a' =0
Steel:
fes/f' = 0.60
7= fee/f = 0.80
The above specifications are typical and are the
same as those used in Section IIA in connection
with service load design.
b. PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS:
Concrete:
-„ = 0.0034
Cce = 0.0004
S= 0.80
kc = 0.42
Table 12
Values of A/bd for I-Sections
Table 13
Values of A/bd for T- and Inverted T-Sections
II. NON-COMPOSITE SECTIONS
Steel:
// = 250 k.s.i.
fy = 210 k.s.i.
1e, = 0.01
,se = 0.005
E, = 3 X 104 k.s.i.
The above are average values for concrete and
steel used in prestressed concrete construction.
c. TYPES OF SECTIONS STUDIED:
Symmetrical I-Sections, in which due to sym-
metry, A = 1. The values of p considered are
0.0833, 0.09, 0.10, 0.11, 0.12, 0.13, 0.14, and 0.15.
The lowest value of p = .0833, corresponds to a
rectangular section.
T-Sections, in which four values for A have been
used, namely 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, and 2.00. Values of p
considered are 0.08, 0.09, and 0.10.
Inverted T-Sections, in which A = 0.80, 0.67,
0.57, and 0.50 have been used. These are the recip-
rocals of the A values used in T-sections. Values
of p considered are 0.08, 0.09, and 0.10.
The above values of A and p cover the entire
range for sections with practical proportions.
The eccentricity ratios e have been so chosen as
to make the cover ratio -p equal to zero, 0.10, and
0.20.
8. A Study of Variation of the Total Load
Safety Factors
The total load safety factors have been com-
puted using the method suggested by Siess and the
Bureau of Public Roads Criteria.
On the basis of the assumptions made in the
preceding section, we have
qb = 0.425
f// 210
- 20 =0.84
fS' 250
« = 0.80 " =y 1.12
fý 0.60f,'
f- = 1.25
S AX a (AX - a)
S(1 + A) (1 + A)
q= m fffT,- -f.
A =1. 7 5 ( AX -a A
bd 1 + A / bd
Substituting the above quantities in Equations
53 and 54 and rearranging, the following expres-
sions will result:
K = 1- 0.785q = - 1.38 1+ A /- A17 ) W d
K = 0.9 0.23
q fA /
-0298 1 + A bd
SAX - a A
(58)
(59)
Equation 58 is the expression for K according
to Siess' Method corresponding to the specific val-
ues of qb and q assumed above. Substituting Equa-
tion 58 in Equation 51 and taking fs'/f/e =1.67 we
have:
Nt = 1.67 - 2.29 X
. 1
' ' 1+A
p(l+A) AX+a +AX - a
(60)
Equation 60 is the relationship between the
total load safety factor and the section properties
of the beam as well as the stress coefficients in
accordance with Siess' Method for calculating the
ultimate strength of a beam.
Equation 59 is the expression for K according
to the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria when q >
0.193 (when q _ 0.193: K = 0.9). Substituting
this equation in Equation 49 and taking fs'/fse =
1.67, the following is obtained:
N 0498 1 + A bd
N, = 0.498 AX - a A
» -a A
1+^e+ I A
1X + aAx + a
(61)
Equation 61 is the relationship between the
total load safety factor and the section properties
of the beam and the stress coefficients according to
the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria for calculating
the ultimate strength of a beam when q > 0.193.
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Table 14
The Values of q, K, and Nt for Symmetrical I-Sections - Criterion I
p t/h c = 0.5
q K N,
0.0833 .... 0.308 0.758 1.89
(0.714). (1.78) a
0.10 0.252 0.802 1.96
(0.788) (1.93)
0.09 0.20 0.274 0.785 0.92
(0.757) (1.85)
0.30 0.281 0.780 1.91
(0.745) (1.82)
0.40 0.284 0.777 1.90
(0.743) (1.82)
0.10 0.198 0.845 2.01
(0.889) (2.11)
0.10 0.20 0.235 0.816 1.94
(0.833) (1.98)
0.30 0.249 0.805 1.92
(0.793) (1.89)
0.40 0.255 0.800 1.90
(0.783) (1.86)
0.10 0.163 0.872 2.01
(0.900) (2.08)
0.11 0.20 0.205 0.839 1.94
(0.874) (2.02)
0.30 0.223 0.825 1.91
(0.840) (1.95)
0.40 0.231 0.819 1.89
(0.824) (1.90)
0.10 0.139 0.891 2.00
(0.900) (2.02)
0.12 0.20 0.183 0.857 1.92
(0.900) (2.03)
0.30 0.202 0.842 1.89
(0.880) (1.98)
0.40 0.211 0.835 1.88
(0.860) (1.94)
0.10 0.210 0.906 1.98
(0.900) (1.97)
0.13 0.20 0.164 0.871 1.91
(0.900) (1.97)
0.30 0.185 0.855 1.87
(0.900) (1.97)
0.40 0.195 0.847 1.85
(0.896) (1.96)
0.10 0,107 0.916 1.96
(0.900) (1.93)
0.14 0.20 0.149 0.883 1.89
(0,900) (1.93)
0.30 0.170 0.867 1.86
(0.900) (1.93)
0.40 0.180 0.859 1.84
(0.900) (1.93)
0.10 0.095 0.926 1.93
(0.900) (1.88)
0.15 0.20 0.137 0.893 1.86
(0.900) (1.88)
0.30 0.158 0.876 1.82
(0.900) (1.87)
0.40 0.168 0,868 1.81
(0.900) (1.88)
= 0.4
q K Nt
0.342 0.732 1.94
(0.676). (1.79)a
0.280 0.780 2.02
(0.748) (1.94)
0.304 0.762 1.97
(0.719) (1.86)
0.312 0.755 1.96
(0.708) (1.84)
0.316 0.752 1.95
(0.704) (1.82)
0.220 0.828 2.07
(0.844) (2.11)
0.261 0.795 1.99
(0.775) (1.94)
0.276 0.784 1.96
(0.753) (1.88)
0.283 0.778 1.95
(0.744) (1.86)
0.181 0.858 2.08
(0.900) (2.18)
0.228 0.821 1.99
(0.829) (2.01)
0.248 0.806 1,95
(0.794) (1.92)
0.257 0.798 1.93
(0.780) (1.89)
0.154 0.879 2.06
(0.900) (2.11)
0.203 0.841 1.97
(0.879) (2.06)
0.225 0.824 1.93
(0.835) (1.96)
0.235 0.816 1.91
(0.833) (1.95)
0.134 0.895 2.03
(0.900) (2.04)
0.183 0.857 1.95
(0.900) (2.05)
0.205 0.839 1.90
(0.874) (1.98)
0.216 0.831 1.89
(0.850) (1.93)
0.119 0.907 2.00
(0.900) (1.98)
0.166 0.870 1.92
(0.900) (1.98)
0.189 0.852 1.88
(0.900) (1.98)
0.200 0.843 1.86
(0.885) (1.95)
0.106 0.917 1.96
(0.900) (1.92)
0.152 0.881 1.89
(0.900) (1.93)
0.175 0.863 1.85
(0.900) (1.93)
0.187 0.853 1.83
(0.900) (1.93)
= 0.3
q K N,
0.385
0.315
0.342
0.351
0.355
0.248
0.293
0.311
0.319
0.204
0.257
0.279
0.289
0.173
0.228
0.253
0.264
0.151
0.205
0.231
0.243
0.133
0.187
0.213
0.225
0.120
0.171
0.197
0.210
0.698
(0.638).
0.753
(0.705)
0.732
(0.675)
0.725
(0.668)
0.722
(0.664)
0.806
(0.795)
0.770
(0.731)
0.756
(0.709)
0.750
(0.700)
0.840
(0.900)
0.798
(0.780)
0.781
(0.749)
0.773
(0.736)
0.864
(0.900)
0.821
(0.828)
0.802
(0.787)
0.793
(0.770)
0.882
(0.900)
0.839
(0.874)
0.819
(0.824)
0.809
(0.803)
0.896
(0.900)
0.853
(0.900)
0.833
(0.859)
0.824
(0.835)
0.906
(0.900)
0.866
(0.900)
0.846
(0.890)
0.835
(0.853)
1.99
(1.82)a
2.09
(1.96)
2.03
(1.87)
2.02
(1.86)
2.01
(1.85)
2.15
(2.12)
2.06
(1.96)
2.02
(1.89)
2.00
(1.87)
2.15
(2.30)
2.04
(1.99)
2.00
(1.92)
1.98
(1.89)
2.13
(2.22)
2.03
(2.04)
1.98
(1.94)
1.96
(1.90)
2.10
(2.14)
2.00
(2.08)
1.95
(1.96)
1.93
(1.92)
2.06
(2.07)
1.96
(2,07)
1.92
(1.98)
1.90
(1.93)
2.01
(2.00)
1.92
(2.00)
1.88
(1.98)
1.85
(1.89)
a Values of K and N, corresponding to the Bureau of Public Roads CriteriaM are shown in parentheses.
It should be pointed out that Equations 60 and
61 establish the relationship between the service
load design and ultimate design. In both equations
Nt is a function of section properties A, p, e and
A/bd and stress coefficients a and X. Since these
equations contain many variables, no attempt has
been made to plot these expressions. However, the
values of Nt are shown for various sections in Ta-
bles 14 through 19.
Values of m, \, and a corresponding to the least
weight design criteria are shown in Tables 5 and 6.
The values of A/bd are listed for rectangular and
I-sections in Table 12 and those for T- and inverted
T-sections in Table 13.
Tables 14 and 15 show the values of q, K, and
Nt for rectangular and I-sections corresponding to
Criteria I and II. To make a distinction between
the two methods, the K and Nt values obtained ac-
cording to the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria are
shown in parentheses.
Tables 16 and 17 contain the values of q, K,
and Nt for T-sections corresponding to Criteria I
and II respectively. Tables 18 and 19 give the
same values for inverted T-sections for Criteria III
and IV. In Table 19 the values of K and Nt cor-
responding to q > 1.5 qb are not recorded because
the methods used in this study do not apply to
highly over-reinforced sections.
II. NON-COMPOSITE SECTIONS
p t/h
0.0833 ....
0.10
0.09 0.20
0.30
0.40
0.10
0.10 0.20
0.30
0.40
0.10
0.11 0.20
0 30
0.40
0.10
0.12 0.20
0.30
0.40
0.10
0.13 0.20
0.30
0.40
0.10
0.14 0.20
0.30
0.40
0.10
0.15 0.20
0.30
0.40
Values of q, K, and N1
e = 0.5
KA N,q
0.350
0.286
0.311
0.320
0.323
0.225
1.267
0.283
0.290
0.185
0.233
0.253
0.263
0,158
0.208
0.230
0.240
0.137
0.183
0.210
0.221
0.121
0.170
0.194
0.205
0.109
0.155
0.179
0.191
0.725
(0.669)-
0.776
(0.738)
0.756
(0.708)
0.749
(0.698)
0.747
(0.696)
0.824
(0.833)
0.791
(0.764)
0.778
(0.743)
0.773
(0.733)
0.855
(0.900)
0.817
(0.818)
0.802
(0.785)
0.794
(0.770)
0.876
(0.900)
0.837
(0.866)
0.820
(0.823)
0.812
(0.806)
0.893
(0.900)
0.853
(0.900)
0.835
(0.862)
0.827
(0.841)
0.905
(0.900)
0.867
(0.900)
0.848
(0.898)
0.839
(0.872)
0.915
(0.900)
0.878
(0.900)
0.860
(0. 900)
0.850
(0.900)
1.81
(1.68)
1.90
(1.81)
1.85
(1.73)
1.84
(1.71)
1.83
(1.71)
1.96
(1.98)
1.88
(1.81)
1.85
(1.77)
1.84
(1.75)
1.98
(2 .08)
1.89
(1.89)
1.85
(1.81)
1.83
(1.78)
1.97
(2.02)
1.88
(1.95)
1.85
(1.86)
1.83
(1.82)
1.96
(1.98)
1.87
(1.97)
1.83
(1.89)
1.81
(1.84)
1.94
(1.93)
1.86
(1.93)
1.81
(1.92)
1.80
(1.87)
1.90
(1.87)
1.83
(1.88)
1.79
(1.87)
1.77
(1.87)
Table 15
for Symmetrical I-Sections- Criterion II
= 0.4
q K Nt
0.389 0. 694 1.83
(0.635)- (1.68)
0.318 0.751 1.95
(0.700) (1.82)
0.346 0.729 1.89
(0.672) (1.74)
0.355 0.722 1.87
(0.663) (1.72)
0.359 0.718 1.86
(0.659) (1.71)
0.250 0,804 2.01
(0.790) (1.98)
0.296 0.768 1.92
(0.726) (1.82)
0.314 0.754 1.89
(0.705) (1,77)
0.322 0.748 1.87
(0.696) (1.74)
0.205 0.839 2.03
(0.872) (2.11)
0.259 0.797 1.93
(0.776) (1.88)
0.282 0.779 1.89
(0.744) (1.81)
0.292 0.771 1.87
(0.732) (1.77)
0.175 0.863 2.02
(0.900) (2.11)
0.230 0.820 1.92
(0.823) (1.93)
0.255 0.800 1.87
(0.782) (1.83)
0.367 0.791 1.85
(1.764) (1.78)
0.152 0.881 2.00
(0.900) (2.04)
0.208 0.837 1.90
(0.866) (1.96)
0.233 0.817 1.85
(0.818) (1.85)
0.246 0.807 1.83
(0.796) (1.81)
0.135 0.894 1.98
(0.900) (1.99)
0.189 0.852 1.88
(0.900) (1.99)
0.215 0.831 1.84
(0.851) (1.88)
0.228 0.822 1.82
(0.828) (1.83)
0.121 0.905 1.94
(0.900) (1.93)
0.173 0.864 1.85
(0.900) (1.93)
0.199 0.844 1.81
(0.886) (1.90)
0.212 0.834 1.78
(0.859) (1.83)
= 0.3
K N,q
0.437
0.358
0.389
0.399
0.404
0.281
0.333
0.354
0.362
0.232
0.292
0.317
0.328
0.197
0.259
0.287
0.300
0.171
0.233
0.263
0.277
0.152
0.212
0.242
0.256
0.136
0.195
0.224
0.239
0.657
(0.599).
0.719
(0.660)
0.695
(0.633)
0.687
(0.625)
0.683
(0.621)
0.780
(0.745)
0.739
(0.685)
0.722
(0.664)
0.716
(0.656)
0.818
(0. 820)
0.771
(0.732)
0.751
(0.702)
0.743
(0.690)
0.845
(0,890)
0.797
(0.776)
0.775
(0.737)
0.765
(0.721)
0.866
(0.900)
0.817
(0.818)
0.794
(0.770)
0.78&3
(0.751)
0.881
(0.900)
0.834
(0.859)
0.819
(0.803)
0.799
(0.781)
0.893
(0.900)
0.847
(0.893)
0.824
(0.835)
0.813
(0.808)
a Values of K and Nt corresponding to the Bureau of Public Roads CriteriaW( are shown in parentheses.
From Table 14 through 19 it may be observed
that for given values of A, p, and c (or 4) the use
of Criteria II and III results in total load safety
factors which are always smaller than those given
by Criteria I and IV. In fact, in a subsequent
section it will be shown that the safety factors ob-
tained by Criteria II and III are the smallest
possible values obtainable for a given set of allow-
able stress coefficients at service loads. The dis-
crepancy in the case of A = 0.5 is due to the fact
that the section is over-reinforced to such an extent
that the relations used for estimating K no longer
apply.
It is also of interest to note that the total load
safety factors, corresponding to the least-weight
design criteria, lie in a relatively narrow range
(about 1.8 to 2.2 for the specifications used) in spite
of considerable variation in the shape of the section.
This relative insensitivity arises from the fact that
any increase in A and p, or decrease in 4, tends to in-
crease the factor K in Equation 51, but has an
opposite effect on the rest of the expression. The
extent of this compensation would depend on the
values of the shape factors themselves, the corre-
sponding stress coefficients, and, to some extent, on
the assumed relation between q and K. For the
range of variables considered, the effect of variation
of p and A on Nt is not appreciable. However, any
increase in the cover ratio results in a consistent
increase in N 1.
1.88
(1.71)a
2.00
(1.84)
1.93
(1.76)
1.91
(1.74)
1.90
(1.73)
2.08
(1.99)
1.97
(1.83)
1.93
(1.77)
1.91
(1.75)
2.09
(2.10)
1.97
(1.87)
1.92
(1.79)
1.90
(1.77)
2.09
(2.22)
1.97
(1.92)
1.91
(1.82)
1.89
(1.78)
2.06
(2.14)
1.97
(1.94)
1.90
(1.84)
1.86
(1.78)
2.03
(2.07)
1.92
(1.98)
1.86
(1.84)
1.84
(1.80)
1.98
(2.00)
1.88
(1.98)
1.83
(1.86)
1.80
(1.79)
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Table 16
Values of q, K, and Nt for T-Sections- Criterion I
p 0 = c/h = 0
q K Nt
0.219 0.828 0.98
(0.846)- (2.02)a
0.182 0.957 1.99
(0.900) (2.09)
0.157 0.877 2.00
(0.900) (2.05)
0.131 0.897 2.00
(0.900) (2.01)
0.078 0.939 2.04
(0.900) (1.97)
0.115 0.910 1.99
(0.900) (1.97)
0.094 0.926 1.99
(0.900) (1.94)
0.061 0.952 2.00
(0.900) (1.89)
0.085 0.,933 1.98
(0.900) (1.87)
0.068 0.947 1.97
(0.900) (1.87)
0.043 0.966 1.97
(0.900) (1.84)
-= c/h = 0.10
q K Nt
0.244 0.809 2.02
(0.800). (2.00)'
0.202 0.842 2.04
(0.880) (2.13)
0.174 0.864 2.05
(0.900) (2.14)
0.145 0.886 2.04
(0.900) (2.07)
0.087 0.932 2.10
(0.900) (2.03)
0.127 0.900 2.04
(0.900) (2.04)
0.104 0.918 2.03
(0.900) (1.99)
0.068 0.947 2.05
(0.900) (1.95)
0.094 0.926 2.02
(0.900) (1.92)
0.075 0.941 2.01
(0.900) (1.92)
0.048 0.962 2.01
(0.900) (1.88)
q
0.274
0,228
0.196
0.163
0.098
0.143
0.117
0.076
0.106
0.085
0.054
-= c/h = 0.20
K Nt
0.785
(0.756)
0.821
(0.830)
0.846
(0.895)
0.872
(0.900)
0.923
(0.900)
0.888
(0.900)
0.908
(0.900)
0.940
(0.900)
0.917
(0.900)
0.933
(0.900)
0.958
(0.900)
2.09
(2.02)-
2.11
(2.13)
2.11
(2.23)
2.11
(2.18)
2.17
(2.12)
2.10
(2.13)
2.09
(2.07)
2.11
(2.02)
2.08
(2.04)
2.06
(1.99)
2.07
(1.95)
a Values of K and Ni corresponding to the Bureau of Public Roads CriteriaM) are shown in parentheses.
9. Criteria Resulting in the Minimum Safety Factor
It was shown in Section IIC6 that for given
values of the shape factors A, p, and c, the total
load safety factor Nt depends only on the final
stress coefficients X, a, and fse/f'. The relation
given by Equation 51 is as follows:
Nt = K (fe' .1 A
e  p (1 + A) + a
For values of a not more than zero, it may be
shown that the term X + a increases with anAX - a
increase in X or a. Thus the part of the expression
for Nt within the brackets is a minimum when X,
a, and fse/f,' are maximum.
Moreover the factor K is a function of the
parameter q, which in turn depends on m and f, as
well as the shape of the section and the character-
istics of the materials. The relation between q and
m is given by Equation 52 and may be written in
the following form:
q = ' fr fZ' A
.f " f s f cf bd
or
AX-a f,' f f f,' A
q - ' 
( 62)
=n (1 + A) fs- f' fT bd
From Equation 62 it may be seen that any increase
in A results in an increase in q, while any increase
in a or fee/f,' tends to decrease the q value. Since
the factor K decreases with q, it can be concluded
ble 17
Values of q, K, and N, for T-Sections - Criterion II
0 = c/h = 0.00
q K N,
0.319 0.750 1.79
(0.699). (1.67)'
0.265 0.792 1.84
(0.767) (1.78)
0.280 0.780 1.78
(0.747) (1.70)
0.234 0.816 1.82
(0.816) (1.82)
0.140 0.890 1.94
(0.900) (1.96)
0.244 0.809 1.77
(0.799) (1.75)
0.200 0.843 1.81
(0.884) (1.90)
0.129 0.899 1.89
(0.900) (1.89)
0.213 0.833 1.77
(0.855) (1.82)
0.169 0.867 1.81
(0.900) (1.88)
0.108 0.915 1.87
(0.900) (1.84)
q
0.354
0.294
0.311
0.259
0.155
0.271
0.222
0.144
0.236
0.188
0.119
-= c/h = 0.10
K N,
0.722
(0.664)
0.769
(0.729)
0.756
(0.708)
0.797
(0.776)
0.878
(0.900)
0.787
(0.758)
0.826
(0.839)
0.887
(0.900)
0.815
(0,813)
0.853
(0.900)
0.907
(0.900)
1.81
(1.66)«
1.87
(1.71)
1.79
(1.68)
1.84
(1.79)
1.97
(2.02)
1.78
(1.71)
1.83
(1.86)
1.92
(1.95)
1.78
(1.78)
1.82
(1.92)
1.90
(1.88)
0 = c/h = 0.20
q K Nt
0.399
0.331
0.350
0.292
0.175
0.305
0.250
0.162
0.266
0.212
0.135
0.687
(0.625) a
0.740
(0.687)
0.725
(0.667)
0.771
(0.732)
0.863
(0.900)
0.861
(0.716)
0.804
(0.790)
0.873
(0.900)
0.791
(0.766)
0.834
(0.859)
0.894
(0.900)
1.83
(1.66)'
1.90
(1.76)
1.81
(1.66)
1.86
(1.77)
2.02
(2.11)
1.80
(1.69)
1,85
(1.82)
1.96
(2.02)
1.79
(1.73)
1.84
(1.89)
1.93
(1.94)
' Values of K and N, corresponding to the Bureau of Public Roads CriteriaO) are shown in parentheses.
II. NON-COMPOSITE SECTIONS
Values of q, K, and
4 = c/h = 0.00
q K N,
0.402 0.685 1.83
(0.623) a  (1.66)*
0.364 0.715 1.85
(0.655) (1.69)
0.420 0.671 1.87
(0.609) (1.70)
0.382 0,700 1.87
(0.639) (1.71)
0.360 0.718 1.84
(0.658) (1.69)
0.427 0.665 1.90
(0,606) (1.73)
0.389 0.695 1.90
(0.633) (1.73)
0.365 0.714 1.87
(0.654) (1.71)
0.436 0.685 1.92
(0.598) (1.74)
0.398 0.688 1.91
(0.626) (1.74)
0.372 0.708 1.87
(0.647) (1.71)
Table 18
Nt for Inverted T-Sections -Criterion III
4 = c/h = 0.10
q K N,
0.446 0.650 1.86
(0.591)a (1.69)a
0.404 0.683 1.87
(0.621) (1.70)
0.467 0.634 1.90
(0.578) (1.73)
0.424 0.667 1.91
(0.667)
0.400 0.686 1.87
(0.625) (1.70)
0.475 0.627 1.94
(0.573) (1.77)
0.433 0.660 1.93
(0.599) (1.75)
0.406 0.682 1.90
(0,620) (1.73)
0.484 0.620 1.97
(0.568) (1.80)
0.442 0.653 1.95
(0.594) (1.77)
0.413 0.676 1.90
(0.614) (1.73)
4 = c/h = 0.20
q K N,
0.502 0.606 1.90
(0.557)- (1.75)a
0.455 0.643 1.91
(0.585) (1.74)
0.525 0.588 1.96
(0.545) (1.82)
0.477 0.626 1.96
(0.572) (1.79)
0.450 0.647 1.91
(0.589) (1.74)
0.534 0.591 2.05
(0.540) (1.87)
0.487 0.618 1.99
(0.566) (1.82)
0.456 0.642 1.95
(0.585) (1.78)
0.535 0.573 2.04
(0.527) (1.88)
0.497 0.610 2.01
(0.560) (1.85)
0.464 0.636 1.95
(0.580) (1.78)
a Values of K and Nt corresponding to the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria(l are shown in parentheses.
that K decreases with A and increases with a or
ftc/fe'.
The overall effects of variations in X, a, and
fc//.f' on Nt are as follows:
(a) Any increase in X always causes a decrease
in Nt.
(b) Any increase in a causes an increase in K
and a reduction in the rest of the expression for Nt.
For the range of the variables considered and the
methods used for estimating K, the increase in K
is considerably less than the decrease of the rest of
the expression for Nt. This is subject, however, to
the restriction that the beams are not over-
reinforced to a degree greater than that correspond-
ing to q = about 1.5 qb. For higher values of q, the
simplified methods used result in considerable un-
derestimation of K, which may entirely reverse the
trend indicated above.
(c) Increasing fselfs' causes a similar compensa-
tory variation but the overall effect is generally a
decrease in the safety factor.
Within the above limitations, therefore, it may
be stated that for a given set of shape factors (in-
cluding e) and allowable stress-coefficients, the low-
est total load safety factor would be obtained when
Requirement (3), for final compression, and Re-
quirement (4) for final tension, are satisfied ex-
actly, and the maximum permissible prestress is
used. It may again be emphasized that this state-
ment is true only when a' is not more than zero or
when no appreciable permanent tension is allowed
in the concrete. For large positive values of a, the
ble 19
Values of q, K, and N, for Inverted T-Sections- Criterion IV
4 = c/h = 0.00
q K Nea
0.451
0.408
0.572
0.519
0.490
0.687
0.626
0.587
0.801
0.731
0.683
0.646
(0.588)b
0.680
(0.618)
0.551
(0.523)
0.593
(0.549)
0.616
(0,564)
0.461
(0.476)
0.509
(0.499)
0.531
(0.515)
0.372
(0.441)
0.427
(0.462)
0.464
(0.478)
1.83
(1. 6 7 )b
1.88
(1.70)
1.80
(1.71)
1.88
(1.74)
1.90
(1.74)
1.82
(1.78)
1.86
(1.80)
4 = c/h = 0.10
q K N
0.500
(a)
0.454
0.635
0.577
0.544
0.764
0.696
0.652
0.890
0.812
0.759
0.608
(0. 55 9 ) b0.644
(0.586)
0.502
(0.496)
0.547
(0.520)
0.573
(0.535)
0.401
(0.452)
0.453
(0.474)
0.489
(0.489)
0.302
(0.419)
0.363
(0.438)
0.405
(0.453)
1.86
(1.71)b
1.91
(1.74)
1.83
(1.81)
1.93
(1.83)
1.95
(1.82)
a Blank spaces correspond to values of q > 1.5 qb
b Values of K and N, corresponding to the Bureau of Public Roads CriteriaM) are shown in parentheses.
A p
0.08
0.800 0.09
0.08
0.667 0.09
1.10
0.08
0.571 0.09
0.10
0.08
0.500 0.09
0.10
A p
0.08
0,800 0.09
0.08
0.667 0.09
0.10
0.08
0.571 0.09
0.10
0.08
0.500 0.09
0.10
4 = c/h = 0.20
q K N,
1.91
(1.80)b
1.96
(1.81)
2.03
(1.97)
0.563(a)
0.511
0.714
0.649
0.613
0.859
0.783
0.734
1.001
0.913
0.854
0.558
(0.527)b
0.599
(0.553)
0.440
(0.467)
0.491
(0.490)
0.519
(0.504)
0.326
(0.427)
0.386
(0.446)
0.424
(0.461)
0.215
(0.395)
0.284
(0.413)
0.330
(0.427)
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safety factor obtained from Equation 51 could fall
below unity, if a sufficiently small value of A is
used. This apparent fallacy arises from the incon-
sistency of taking account of tension in concrete at
service loads and neglecting it at ultimate.
For given values of A and p the least weight
Criteria II and III-wherein Requirements (2),
(3), (4), and (1), (3), (4), respectively, are satis-
fied-would thus result in the lowest possible
values of Nt.
From Tables 14 through 19 it may be seen that
for practical sections and for allowable stresses
commonly used, the minimum values of the total
load safety factor lie between 1.8 and 2.1.
10. A Graphical Study of Variation of the
Total Load Safety Factor
The conclusions drawn on the basis of the pre-
ceding discussion can also be shown graphically
similar to the study made for service load design.
Substituting Equation 15 for e in Equation 51,
Ataking K = 1 - 1.1m A according to Siess' ex-bd
pression and assuming f//f,, = 1.67, the following
results:
N, = 1.67-1.83m A I
[p (at+Xt)+ 1 11
X -- L ___ 8 0 - m 1+ A -- (
p(1 A) A+a [p (a t +t) +
where for a rect-angular section,
where for a rectangular section,
_ 1 1
1 Fl ii
2 L12 (at+ 8 j
for a symmetrical I-section,
1 12 p - 1
1- 2 p - (1 - 2 t/h)2
F ....... 1 " 1 1
LP (att + -- ] -+
for a T-section and inverted T-section,
A
bd
(1 -- A)2
+ 3p (A + 1)2 - A2
[p ± 1 1  A 1p (a + ) + 1 +±A
Figures 8 through 10 show the variation of Nt
versus o for various values of p and A. In every
case a is taken as abscissa and Nt as ordinate. For
rectangular sections p has a constant value and is
equal to 0.0833 and A = 1. Figure 9 shows the
variation of Nt with a for rectangular sections cor-
responding to Criteria I and II respectively. The
various values of e are shown on each curve to
specify the practical range. The point shown with
a solid circle corresponds to e = 0.5 (0 = 0) or the
hypothetical condition at which the center of grav-
ity of steel is at the extreme bottom fiber. The
hollow circles correspond to e = 0.4 (q = 0.10) and
= 0.3 (, = 0.20).
The relationship between Nt and w for sym-
metrical I-sections is shown in Figures 9c and 9d
for Criteria I and II, respectively. In each case the
curves are drawn for two values of p, namely, 0.09
and 0.15. The points corresponding to c = 0.5, 0.4,
and 0.3 are shown on each curve.
Figures 9e through 9h show similar relationships
between Nt and a for T-sections. The curves are
plotted for A = 1.5 and 2.0. In each case p is taken
as 0.08 and 0.10.
Figure 10 shows the variation of Nt with u for
inverted T-sections. Two values of A are consid-
ered, namely 0.67 and 0.5, and curves are plotted
for p = 0.08 and 0.10. Figure 8 also corresponds to
inverted T-sections in which A = 0.89 and all re-
quirements are satisfied exactly.
A study of Figures 8 through 10 indicates that
the minimum safety factor possible is always
greater than f,'/f,' = 1.67. The curve for p = 0.08
in Figure 10d is the only exception to this rule. In
this case, however, since A = 0.5, the beam is
highly over-reinforced and the methods used in this
study greatly underestimate the value of K.
0 2 4 6 8 /0 /2 14
w - hf/yL2
Figure 8. Variation of Nt with W when all requirements
are satisfied exactly
\v"/
II. NON-COMPOSITE SECTIONS
2 4 6 8 /0 /2 14 0 2 4 6 8 /0 /2 14 16
f N wih fLr Criteria I and I
Figure 9. Variation of Nt with a for Criteria I and II
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Figure 10. Variation of Nt with ca for Criteria III and IV
From Figures 8 through 10 the total load safety
factor of a beam may be checked conveniently.
Thus a sixth section might be added to the design
procedure given in Section IIA14 to the effect that
the total load safety factor should be checked. If
the total load safety factor is less than the speci-
fied amount, the design should be modified.
11. Effect of Varying the Stress-Coefficients on the
Total Load Safety Factor
In Section IIC9 it was generally stated that in
the case of under-reinforced or moderately over-
reinforced beams, any increase in the final stress
coefficients X, a, and fse/fs', tends to decrease the
total load safety factor. A quantitative study of
this variation is presented here for the following
typical sections:
a. Rectangular Section: A = 1, p = 0.0833 and
e = 0.40, corresponding to 0 = 0.10.
b. Symmetrical I-Section: A = 1, p = 0.12 and
e = 0.40, which corresponds to 4 = 0.10.
c. T-Section: A = 1.50, p = 0.09 and e = 0.50,
corresponding to p = 0.10.
d. Inverted T-Section: A = 0.80, p = 0.09 and
e = 0.344 corresponding to 0 = 0.10.
The final stress coefficients have been varied
through a wide range, as shown below:
X = 0.50, 0.40, 0.30 and 0.20
a = 0.05, 0, -0.05 and -0.10
hfe/' = 0.60, 0.50 and 0.40
Other assumptions regarding the characteristics
of prestressing steel and concrete are the same as
those listed in Section IIC7.
The values of the total load safety factor Nt
are shown in Table 20. The values of K used are
based on Siess' Method for computing the ultimate
moment.
These safety factors may be considered in either
of the following ways:
a. As the lowest safety factors corresponding to
any general service load design in which X, a and
fae/f,' are used without reference to any specifica-
tion for maximum allowable stresses.
b. As the lowest limit of the safety factors that
II. NON-COMPOSITE SECTIONS
Effect of Varying
Rectangular
Section
4 = c/h = 0.10
f..//.'
0.05 .50
.40
.30
.20
0.00 .50
.40
.30
.20
-0.05 .50
.40
.30
.20
-0.10 .50
.40
.30
.20
Table 20
the Stress Coefficients a and X on the Safety Factors
Total Load Safety Factor Nt
Symmetrical
I-Section
p = 0.12, 4 = c/h = 0.10
0.60 0.50 0.40
1.68 1.83 1.95
1.72 1.95 2.19
1.73 2.00 2.38
1.74 2.04 2.44
1.77 1.90 1.97
1.89 2.07 2.26
2.00 2.26 2.58
2.11 2,44 2.89
1.83 1.92
1.99 2.17 2.31
2.16 2.42 2.71
2.40 2.76 3.21
1.89 1.96
2.08 2.23 2.31
2.30 2.54 2.78
2.64 2.99 3.42
T-Section
A = 1.5, p = 0.094 = c/h = 0.10
A/f./'
Inverted
T-Section
A = 0.8, p = 0.09
4 = c/h = 0.10
0.60 0.50 0.40
1.64 1.64 (-)
1.79 1.90 1.92
1.88 2.11 2.33
1.88 2.16 2.53
1.67
1.88 1.91
2.09 2.26 2.36
2.31 2.61 2.96
1.67
1.92 1.87
2.22 2.31
2.59 2.83 3.07
a Blank spaces correspond to values of q > 1.5 qb
may result if the corresponding stress coefficients
are considered as the maximum allowable values.
For a given type of section there is a consistent
increase in the total load safety factor Nt when
either of the stress coefficients X, a and fse/fs' is re-
duced. This trend is not as pronounced for positive
values of a in combination with lower values of A,
and for over-reinforced sections. The actual limits
would depend on the method used for estimating
the ultimate moment and also to a minor extent on
the range of shape factors considered.
The values of the total load safety factor shown
are conservative and the degree of conservatism in-
creases rapidly as the section becomes more and
more over-reinforced. At a value of q/qb in the
vicinity of about 1.5, Nt is underestimated by 10
to 15 per cent and for higher values no reliable
conclusion can be drawn regarding the variation.
In Table 20 for values of Nt corresponding to
q > 1.5 qb no values are recorded.
D. CONCLUSIONS
A summary of the conclusions drawn in Sections
IIA through IIC is presented here. To save space,
letter symbols and other notations which have been
defined previously are used without further ex-
planation.
1. Service Load Design Criteria for Least Weight
a. For given values of the depth factor , =
hf,'/yL 2 and efficiency p = r2/h 2, the least area
of concrete would result, if all four requirements
were satisfied exactly. This, however, is possible
only for a specific value of
hence cannot always be done.
A = Yb/Yt = Ae and
b. For values of A other than Ac, the least area
of concrete is obtained under the following condi-
tions:
For A > Ae, when the computed compressive
stress at transfer and tensile stress
after losses are at their maximum
allowable levels.
For A < Ac, when the computed tensile stress at
transfer and compressive stress af-
ter losses are at their maximum
allowable levels.
c. For A > Ae the prestressing force correspond-
ing to the least area of concrete is minimum when
the computed tensile stress at transfer is at its
maximum allowable level. The prestressing force
is maximum when the computed compressive stress
after losses is at its maximum allowable level. For
A < Ae the prestressing force corresponding to the
least area of concrete is minimum when the com-
puted tensile stress after losses is at its maximum
allowable level. It is maximum when the allowable
compressive stress at transfer is at its maximum
allowable level.
d. For a given a and A the area of the section
decreases with an increase in p, while for given o
and p it increases with an increase in A. The mini-
mum cover requirement generally imposes a limita-
tion on p, that is, the higher p becomes the greater
is the value of c and smaller the corresponding
value of 0.
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2. Simplified Expressions for Ultimate Moment
a. The ultimate flexural capacity of a section
may be expressed in the general form M. =-
Asfs'Kd, where Kd may be thought of as an equiva-
lent internal moment arm at failure. Several ap-
proximate methods are available for estimating the
factor K. For most practical cases K varies be-
tween 0.6 and 0.9.
b. For the practical range of variables involved,
the empirical expression K = 1- q
suggested by Siess, gives results that check closely
with experimental results. It may be used for
moderately over-reinforced beams with an error
on the safe side not exceeding about 15 per cent.
The expression for K according to the Bureau of
Public Roads Criteria when the beam is over-
reinforced, also results in a conservative estimate
of ultimate moment.
3. The Total Load Safety Factor and Its Relation-
ship with the Stress Coefficients and Section
Properties
a. It is sufficient to study only the variation of
Nt the total load safety factor with the stress co-
efficients and section properties. The live load
safety factor can be obtained from the total load
safety factor for a given value of the live load to
total load moment ratio.
b. The total load safety factor can be expressed
in terms of the final stress coefficients X, a and
fse/fs' and the section properties.
c. For under-reinforced and moderately over-
reinforced beams, when no appreciable permanent
tension is allowed in the concrete, the total load
safety factor Nt decreases with any increase in the
final concrete and steel stresses and vice versa.
d. For a given set of allowable stresses, A, p, and
e, Nt is a minimum under the following conditions:
For A > Ae, when the concrete area is minimum
and the corresponding prestressing
force a maximum (Criterion II).
For A < Ae, when the concrete area and the cor-
responding prestressing force are
minimum (Criterion III).
e. The effect of variation in the section proper-
ties on Nt is not appreciable.
f. Any increase in the eccentricity ratio e causes
an increase in Nt.
4. Typical Values of N,
a. Values of the total load safety factor Nt
corresponding to the four least-weight design cri-
teria, based on commonly used allowable stresses
in concrete and steel, lie in the relatively narrow
range of about 1.8 to 2.2. Safety factors corre-
sponding to Criteria II and III, which are in the
range 1.8 to 2.0, are also the lowest that can result
for the allowable stresses used.
b. Sections designed on the basis of Criteria II
and IV have higher values of q and hence are more
liable to be over-reinforced than those based on
Criteria I and III.
c. For the allowable stresses used, symmetrical
I-sections and T-sections with A > 1 are in general
under-reinforced or in some cases only slightly
over-reinforced. On the other hand almost all sec-
tions with A < 1 are over-reinforced. Sections with
low values of p have a greater tendency to be
over-reinforced.
d. Any increase in X and decrease in a and
f!e/fs' cause an increase in q and reduce the ductil-
ity of the beam at ultimate load.
III. COMPOSITE SECTIONS
A. STUDY OF DESIGN CRITERIA AT SERVICE
LOADS IN COMPOSITE SECTIONS
1. Introduction
This section consists of a study of the relation-
ships among the variables governing the design of
composite prestressed concrete sections. In this
type of construction it is assumed that the cast-
in-place reinforced concrete slab acts compositely
with the prestressed concrete beam in carrying the
live load. Since this type of construction is used
primarily in highway bridges, the term "stringer"
is used to designate the beam.
Following the pattern used in Section II for the
study of non-composite members, first the design
criteria for service loads are studied. Using a sim-
plified method for computing the ultimate flexural
capacity of the composite section, a relationship is
then developed between the allowable stresses in
service load design and the total-load safety factor.
2. Assumptions
In order to facilitate the study of the design
criteria for composite prestressed concrete sections.
at service loads, certain simplifying assumptions
are convenient. The assumptions made in this
study represent common design practices and per-
mit emphasizing the relationships of the important
variables controlling the design of composite pre-
stressed concrete sections.
All of the assumptions made in the study of the
design criteria at service loads for non-composite
members are applicable to the study of composite
sections. In addition, assumptions are made con-
cerning the slab area and its relationship to the
composite section. For convenient reference all
assumptions are presented as follows:
a. The stringer is a simply supported, prismatic
beam.
b. The bending is symmetrical.
c. The concrete acts as an elastic material.
d. The stringer is prestressed in one stage.
e. The center of gravity of the prestressing steel
is below the lower kern point of the stringer section.
f. In addition to the prestressing force, the
stringer is subjected to the stresses imposed by its
own weight, weight of the slab superimposed dead
load, and live load (including impact) which acts
in the same direction.
g. The effective slab width is equal to the center
to center spacing of the stringers.
h. The 28-day strength, modulus of elasticity
and unit weight of concrete for the stringer and
slab are the same.
i. In the idealized composite section used in
this study, the top fiber of the stringer is assumed
to be flush with the bottom fiber of the slab.
3. Loading Conditions and Allowable Stresses
Considering the variations in applied loads, pre-
stressing force, concrete strength and effective sec-
tion, a prestressed concrete stringer is subjected to
an infinite number of loading conditions when used
in a composite section. Using the same concept of
loading conditions as introduced in Section II of
this bulletin, only the limiting variations that occur
at transfer and final loading conditions have to be
considered. Table 21 summarizes the six signifi-
cant loading conditions that govern the design of a
stringer used in a composite section.
Loa
in
Con
tio
Table 21
The Six Significant Loading Conditions Governing Design
of a Stringer in a Composite Section
d- Loads Pre- Concrete Effective
g Acting- stressing Strength Section
di- Force in
n Stringer
I Pt-G Maximum Minimum Stringer Section
II Pt+G+S Maximum Minimum Stringer Section
III Pt+G+S+A Maximum Minimum Composite Section
for A only
IV P+G Minimum Maximum Stringer Section
V P+G+S Minimum Maximum Stringer Section
VI P+G+S+A Minimum Maximum Composite Section
for A only
aPt = prestressing force at transfer; G = weight of the stringer; S =
weight of the slab; A = applied load (live load including impact and any
load that may act after the slab is set): P = effective prestressing force,
that is, the prestressing force after losses.
It can be shown that Loading Condition I generally
governs among the first three loading conditions,
and Loading Condition VI governs among the latter
loading conditions. On this basis it is necessary to
investigate only Loading Conditions I and VI, since
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any design that satisfies these conditions should
satisfy all others.
The concept of stress coefficients and effective-
ness are used in the same manner as introduced in
Section II.
As before, the allowable compressive stress in
concrete at transfer is designated as At'f' and the
allowable tensile stress in concrete is designated as
a/'fc'. The dimensionless quantities At' and at' are
the stress coefficients at transfer that correspond to
the allowable compressive and tensile stresses in
concrete respectively. Although current specifica-
tions define allowable stresses for concrete at trans-
fer in terms of the concrete strength at transfer, in
this work the stress coefficients at transfer are de-
fined in terms of the 28-day concrete strength.
Similarly, the allowable final compressive stress
in concrete is designated as A'fc' and the allowable
final tensile stress as afc'. The dimensionless quan-
tities A' and a' are the final stress coefficients that
correspond to the allowable compressive and tensile
stress respectively.
4. The Four Basic Requirements
For each condition of loading the computed
stresses at the top and bottom fibers of the stringer
section must be equal to or less than the corre-
sponding allowable concrete stress. On the basis of
the preceding discussion there are two governing
loading conditions, and therefore, four basic re-
quirements that must be satisfied.
(1) For Loading Condition I, the tensile stress
at the top fiber (atfc') of the stringer must be less
than or equal to the allowable tensile stress at
transfer (at'fc').
(2) For Loading Condition I, the compressive
stress at the bottom fiber of the stringer (XAtf')
must be less than or equal to the allowable com-
pressive stress at transfer (A'f/').
(3) For Loading Condition VI, the compressive
stress at the top fiber of the stringer (Af/') must be
less than or equal to the allowable final compressive
stress (A'f').
(4) For Loading Condition VI, the tensile stress
at the bottom fiber of the stringer (afc') must be
less than or equal to the allowable final tensile
stress (a'fc').
The above requirements can be stated algebrai-
cally as follows:
Pt (ey, ) M y a <a (64)
A r2 I
P, ( eyb )-
P ( eyt + Md yt
A r1 I
S + 1) + M d
I C
(65)
(67)
In which:
A = Gross cross-sectional area of the
stringer,
e = Distance from the centroidal axis
of the stringer to the center of grav-
ity of the prestressing steel,
I = Moment of inertia of the stringer
section about the centroidal axis of
the stringer,
Ic = Moment of inertia of the composite
section about the centroidal axis of
the composite section,
Ma = Moment due to all loads applied on
the stringer after the slab is set,
Ma = Moment due to the weight of the
composite section,
M, = Moment due to the weight of the
stringer,
Pt = Total prestressing force at transfer,
r = Radius of gyration of the stringer
about the centroidal axis of the
stringer,
rc = Radius of gyration of the composite
section about the centroidal axis of
the composite section,
Yb = Distance from the centroidal axis
of the stringer to the bottom fiber
of the stringer,
ybc = Distance from the centroidal axis of
the composite section to the bottom
fiber of the stringer,
Yt = Distance from the centroidal axis of
the stringer to the top fiber of the
stringer,
Ytc = Distance from the centroidal axis of
the composite section to the top
fiber of the stringer.
III. COMPOSITE SECTIONS
5. Introduction of the Dimensionless Variables
The four basic requirements can be written as
equations in the following form:
Pt e h2  1 1
AfC' h r2  (Yb/ + 1) -
"YL2 1  1 h2
8hfc' (yb/ye + 1) J = at
Pt e h2
Af,' Lh r2
7L 2
8hf'
yb/Yt 1
(yb/Ye + 1) J 1L(Yb/YI + 1) 1 =,T'
Pt [e h2 1 1
Af,' h r2  (Yb/Yt + 1)
A 7YL 2 [ I 1 h2
+ A hf' (Yb/t + 1) J r2
Ma/Md h2
(yb,/yct + 1) r,2
Pt [e h L2 yb/y + ]Af,' h r (YbY +
SA 8hf,' L yb/yt+ 1)J r 2
7yL2  Yb /ytc Ma/Md h2
8hf' L (Yb/yt, + 1) r 2 -a
where
Ac = Area of the composite section, that
is, the sum of the stringer and slab
areas,
h = Overall depth of the stringer,
L = Span length of the stringer,
Ms = Moment due to the weight of slab,
y = Unit weight of concrete,
M, = AyL 2/8, moment at midspan due to
the weight of stringer,
Me = AyL'/8, moment at midspan due
to the weight of composite section.
The following dimensionless variables are intro-
duced:
A= -Yb
Yt
r
2
Pe
m = Pl
e
h
-
hf C
7L 2
SA , M, + M
A Mg
A Ybc
YtCe
r2
Pc = h2
Ma M 0 - 1
Ma M. + M, 0 Ms/Ma
Substituting the above dimensionless variables in
Equations 64 through 67 the following results:
m - (1A) - atp ( + I 8WP (I+ A)
p eA (I A
p (M +A) 8~,p (I+A)
0-1
-- m +1 +
p (1+A) 8i p (I+A)
+ A, (0 - 1) = a(
S8w•p, (+AC) M,/Ma
= Xt
(68)
(69)
(70)
(71)
If the values of at, Xt, A, a, and , are known
or assumed, there will be nine unknowns in the
above four equations: A, p, m, C, 0, M,/Ma, 0, Ac,
and p,.
6. The Dimensionless Variables and Their Range
of Variation
The dimensionless variables introduced in the
preceding section are discussed in the following
paragraphs to make clear their physical signifi-
cance. Although some of these variables have
already been introduced in Section II in connection
with non-composite sections, they are presented
here since their ranges of variation are somewhat
different in composite sections.
For convenient reference these variables may be
grouped according to the properties which they de-
fine as follows:
7+L2
8 hf
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Table 22
The Properties of Stringers Used in Bridges of Wisconsin Expressway
Stringers L 1t S A, I, r' 2  yl ybs M-, M,
ft. in. in. in. 2 in.4 in.2 in. in. in-k in-k
318-N-73 73 6.0
318-D-68 68 6.0
318-H-61 61 6.5
318-Q-60 60 6.0
318-D-60 60 6.0
318-R-59 59 6.5
318-J-59 59 6.5
318-F-59 59 6.0
318-P-54 54 6.5
318-B-52 52 6.5
318-Q-49 49 6.0
318-F-44 44 6.0
318-N-40 40 6.0
318-F-38 38 6.0
318-J-33 33 6.5
318-H-33 33 6.5
318-R-32 32 6.5
48.5
53
75
75
53
75
78
75
62
62
75
75
75
75
81.5
84
100
642
669
838.5
801
669
838,5
858
801
754
754
801
801
801
801
921
939
1001
134604
138972
162741
156072
138972
162587
164725
156072
153056
153056
156072
156072
156072
156072
172506
174630
175577
209.7
207.7
194.1
194.8
207.7
193.9
192.0
194.8
203.0
203.0
194,8
194.8
194.8
194.8
187.3
186.0
176.4
a The designations correspond to bridges to which the stringers listed belon
Note:
L = span
t, = slab thickness at flange
S = spacing of stringers
A- = area of composite section
I, = moment of inertia of the composite section
re = radius of gyration of the composite section
A, = area of reinforcement
a. THE SECTION PROPERTIES OF THE STRINGER
(1). A = the shape factor of the stringer.
(2). p = the efficiency of the stringer.
b. THE REINFORCEMENT PARAMETERS
(1). m = the reinforcement factor.
(2). e = the eccentricity factor.
C. PARAMETERS NOT IMMEDIATELY RELATED
TO THE DESIGN OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
(1). to = the depth factor.
(2). Ms/Ma = the moment ratio.
d. THE SECTION PROPERTIES
OF THE COMPOSITE SECTION
(1). 0 = composite area ratio.
(2). Ac = the shape factor of the composite
section.
(3). pc = the efficiency of the composite section.
a. THE SECTION PROPERTIES OF THE STRINGER
(1). The shape factor A = Yb/Yt: the quantity
A is a measure of the position of the centroidal axis
of the stringer and theoretically may vary from
zero to infinity. For symmetrical I-sections, rec-
tangular sections, and all sections in which the cen-
troidal axis is at mid-depth, the quantity A is equal
to unity. For the unsymmetrical I-sections nor-
mally used in composite construction, A may vary
from 0.7 to 0.9.
(2). The efficiency p = r2/h 2 : the quantity p is
a measure of the effective distribution of the cross-
sectional area of the stringer and may theoretically
vary from zero to 0.25. The theoretical low limit
corresponds to a hypothetical section in which all
25.67
26.19
28.81
28.22
26.19
28.81
29.04
28.22
27.71
27.71
28.22
28.22
28,22
28.22
29.87
30.04
30.43
M. M
in-k Total
in-k
4208 10077
6337 11367
5480 10615
5315 10035
5410 9290
5252 10100
5650 10695
5220 9823
5549 9127
5278 8596
4214 7362
3761 6299
3374 5472
3180 5075
3480 5033
3520 5255
3496 5204
ytc and Yeb = distance of neutral axis of composite section
from top and bottom fiber of beam respectively
Mg = moment due to weight of beam
M. = moment due to slab
M. = moment due to live load and impact
Pt = prestressing force at transfer
the area is concentrated at the centroidal axis. The
theoretical high limit of 0.25 corresponds to a hy-
pothetical section in which all of the area is con-
centrated at the extreme fiber. For the unsym-
metrical I-sections p varies from 0.09 to 0.12.
b. THE REINFORCEMENT PARAMETERS
(1). The reinforcement factor m = Pt/Afe': the
quantity m is a measure of the prestressing force at
transfer or the required area of the prestressing
steel. The practical range of m is from 0.12 to 0.36.
(2). The eccentricity factor c = e/h: this quan-
tity is the ratio of the eccentricity to the depth of
the stringer. The quantity e is a measure of the
position of the prestressing steel and theoretically
may vary from rl/yth to yb/h. The lower limit of
r /yth corresponds to the condition in which the
center of gravity of steel is at the lower kern point.
The upper limit corresponds to the condition in
which the center of gravity of steel is coincident
with the bottom fiber of the stringer. Obviously
neither of these theoretical limits is practical. For
composite sections c may vary from 0.2 to 0.4.
By defining c as the distance from the center
of gravity of steel to the bottom fiber of the
stringer, E can be expressed in terms of e, h, and Yb
in the following manner:
Yb C
h h
Introducing < = c/h this relationship can be rewrit-
ten as follows:
Yb A
- y b 1Ae -
"y~y ~ 4> ~1T ~A f
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Table 23
Stringer Dimensions and Section Properties of AASHO Standard Sections
Stringer Section Dimensions Stringer Section
La A I r 2  h yb y1 Properties M
ft in. 2  in.4 in. inin. . in. A p
30-45 276 22,750 82.43 28 12.59 15.41 0.817 0.105
40-60 369 50,980 138.16 36 15.83 20.17 0.785 0.107
55-80 560 125,390 223.91 45 20.27 24.73 0.820 0.111
70-100 789 260.730 330.46 54 2473 2927 0 45 0 11
Wb
in. Length - Max. Length
12.44 - 5.53
9.00 - 4.00
5.95 - 2.81
4.41 - 2.61
L = Lengths are limiting values recommended by AASHO.
b h- = f'/ L 2 where // = 5000 p.s.i.; 7 = 150 #/ft3; Lengths correspond to minimum and maximum recommended lengths.
Note.- A/ll dinensions in inches
r/
S12
1-1-4
2811 6
1 r5
-/6 -I
Type I
- 18 -e
Type II
The quantity 0 is the same as defined in Section
II and has a relatively narrow range of variation.
In sections used in composite construction q is in
the neighborhood of 0.10. Since 0 can be more con-
veniently estimated, it is used in place of e through-
out the following discussions.
c. PARAMETERS NOT IMMEDIATELY RELATED
TO DESIGN OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE SECTIONS
(1). The depth factor o = hfc'/yL2 : in this ex-
pression the depth of stringer h is the only un-
-- 22 - - 26 --- I
Type III Type IV
known. Stringer depth is generally controlled by
other than structural requirements, and can be
reasonably estimated. Therefore ao may be con-
sidered a known quantity. The practical range of
co is from about 2 to 10.
(2). The moment ratio M,/Ma: this quantity
is the ratio of the moment due to the weight of the
slab to the applied moment. By definition M, =
tsSyL 2 /8, where S is the stringer spacing, and
M -= moment due to total applied loads - moment
ble 24
Stringer Section Dimensions and Section Properties for BPR Pretensioned Members
Stringer Section I
La A I r2
ft in.2  in.
4  in.
2
35 344 38,260 111.22
40 349 52,260 149.74
45 377 70,700 187.53
50 405 92,740 228.99
60 541 150,720 278.60
70 596 216,680 363.56
50 448 95,650 213.50
60 481 126,350 262.68
70 525 179,210 341.35
80 598 264,400 442.14
90 723% 403,980 558.37
100 803Y 591,200 735.78
)imensions
h
in.
aL values are limiting values recommended by BPR.
b
= h where f' = 5000 p.s.i.; - = 150 #/ft'
Type
BPR Pre-
tensioned 1
BPR Pre-
tensioned 2
BPR Pre-
tensioned 3
BPR Pre-
tensioned 4
BPR Pre-
tensioned 5
BPR Pre-
tensioned 6
BPR Post-
tensioned 1
BPR Post-
tensioned 2
BPR Post-
tensioned 3
BPR Post-
tensioned 4
BPR Post-
tensioned 5
BPR Post-
tensioned 6
Stringer Section
Properties
A p
yb
in.
17.26
19.27
21.16
23.03
26.77
29.93
25.31
27.10
29.95
31.60
35.48
40.16
Yt
in.
14.74
16.73
18.84
20.97
21.23
24.07
18.69
20.90
24.05
28.40
32.52
37.84
0.854
0.868
0.890
0.911
0.793
0.804
0.738
0.771
0.803
0.899
0.917
0.942
0.109
0.116
0.117
0.118
0.121
0.125
0.110
0.114
0.117
0.123
0.121
0.121
10.45
9.00
7.90
7.04
5.33
4.41
7.04
5.33
4.41
3.75
3.36
3.12
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Note:- All dimensions in inches
Table 25
The Known Parameters, Composite and Stringer Section Properties
in Bridges of Wisconsin Expressway
Composite Section
Properties
2.49 0.162
2.67 0.160
4.01 0.150
3.63 0.150
2.67 0.160
4.01 0.149
4.17 0.148
3.63 0.150
3.34 0.157
3.34 0.157
3.63 0.150
3.63 0.150
3.63 0.150
3.63 0.150
4.87 0.145
5.04 0.144
5.47 0.140
A
Sd
0.202
0.185
0.129
0.130
0,185
0.129
0.128
0.130
0.156
0.156
0.130
0.130
0.130
0.130
0.118
0.115
0.096
Note: . = hf.'/-L2 where f/' = 5000 p.s.i. and y = 150 #/ft 3
h = girder depth
0 = Ac/A
Ac = c YbhIY
p. = r2/h
2
Cross-Section of
the Stringer
A = 357 in. 2
I = 48,631 in.<
A = y1/y, = 0.745
p = r 2/h 2 = 0.105
due to live load, impact and other applied loads
such as weight of the wearing surface. Since both
terms are determined by criteria not immediately
related to prestressed concrete, the load factor
Ms/Ma may be considered a known quantity.
The practical range of Ms/Ma is from about 0.2
to 0.8.
d. THE SECTION PROPERTIES
OF THE COMPOSITE SECTION
(1). The composite area ratio 0 = Ac/A: the
quantity 0 is the ratio of the total area of the
composite section to the stringer cross-sectional
area. The quantity 0 implicitly defines the required
cross-sectional area of the stringer and is the most
AASHO I
AASHO I
AASHO II
AASHO II
AASHO III
AASHO III
AASHO IV
AASHO IV
Table 26
Selected Composite Section Dimensions and Section
Composite Section Dimensionsh
A. I. r, 2  h
in.2 in. in.2 in.
846 84,270 99.61 28
606 72,190 119.13 28
939 168,070 178.99 36
699 141,860 202.95 36
1200 349,280 291.07 45
948 297,170 313.47 45
1427 619,610 434.20 54
1175 524,630 446.49 54
significant composite section property. The prac-
tical range of 0 is from 1.5 to 3.0. The lower
practical limit defines a section where the stringer
area is twice the slab area. The upper limit defines
a section where the stringer area is one-half the
slab area.
(2). The shape factor of the composite section
Ac = Ybc/Ytc: the quantity Ac is a measure of the
position of the centroidal axis of the composite
section and has the same theoretical range of vari-
ation as A, namely from zero to infinity. Its prac-
tical range of variation in composite sections is
from 2 to 7.
The quantity Ac can be presented in terms of
Properties - AASHO Standard Sections
Composite Section Propertiesb
Vbs
in.
24.68
22.37
29.61
26.56
34.81
31.44
38.95
35.19
PC
0.127
0.152
0.138
0.157
0.144
0.155
0.149
0.153
a Selected stringer spacings correspond to upper and lower limit recommended by AASHO.b Based on effective slab thickness t. = 6" and stringer set into slab one-half inch.
Stringer
318-N-73
318-D-68
318-H-61
318-Q-60
318-D-60
318-R-59
318-J-59
318-F-59
318-P-54
318-B-52
318-Q-49
318-F-44
318-N-40
318-F-38
318-J-33
318-H-33
318-R-32
12
Known
Parameters
I,
0.167
0.167
0.181
0.167
0.167
0.181
0.181
0.167
0.181
0.181
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.181
0.181
0.181
2.702
3.114
3.870
4.000
4.000
4.137
4.137
4.137
4.938
5.325
5.998
7.438
9.000
9.972
13.223
13.223
14.063
M.A
0.607
0.387
0.556
0.510
0.349
0.547
0.546
0.506
0.352
0.343
0.429
0.388
0.357
0.342
0.273
0.326
0.323
26-
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Table 27
Selected Composite Section Dimensions and Section Properties - BPR Pretensioned Sections
Type
BPR Pretensioned 1
BPR Pretensioned 2
BPR Pretensioned 3
BPR Pretensioned 4
BPR Pretensioned 5
BPR Pretensioned 6
BPR Posttensioned 1
BPR Posttensioned 2
BPR Posttensioned 3
BPR Posttensioned 4
BPR Posttensioned 5
BPR Posttensioned 6
A,
in.2
797
801
828
855
989
1042
901
932
974
1044
1166%
1244Y%
Composite Section Dimensions
I rc
2
in.4 in.2
112,720 141.43
143,400 179.03
183,040 221.06
228,640 267.42
356,420 360.38
480,030 460.68
265,970 295.19
326,020 349.81
429,180 440.64
556,200 532.76
794,100 680.75
1102,200 885.66
Composite Section Properties
0 A, pc
in.
25.73
28.78
31.51
34.20
34.31
37.79
32.46
35.03
38.83
42.81
46.81
52.83
2.32 4.10
2.30 3.99
2.20 3.71
2.11 3.49
1.83 2.51
1.75 2.33
2.01 2.81
1.94 2.70
1.86 2.56
1.75 2.49
1.61 2.21
1.55 2.10
the geometric properties of the stringer and com-
posite section properties. It can be shown that the
following expression is correct:
A- =
0-1+ (1+
1 061 (i±
1
1+A
1
1 +A
"t )2h
2h )
where t, is the thickness of the slab; t,/h is the
ratio of the slab thickness to the overall depth of
the stringer and it varies from 0.10 to 0.25. The
derivation of the above equation is shown in Ap-
pendix B.
(3). The efficiency of the composite section
Pc = r2c/h': the quantity pc is the square of the
ratio of the radius of gyration of the composite
section to the depth of the stringer. The quantity
pc is a measure of the effective distribution of the
composite section area and its theoretical range of
variation depends on the value of t,. The practical
range of variation of pc is from 0.11 to 0.18.
Similar to Ac, the quantity pc can be presented
approximately, in terms of the geometric properties
of the stringer, thickness of slab t, and composite
area ratio 0 as follows:
PC = p + 0 1  ( 1 + (73)
The derivation of the above equation is also shown
in Appendix B.
The practical range of variation of the com-
posite section variables has been established by in-
vestigating 17 prestressed concrete bridges in the
Wisconsin Expressway, and Standard Sections rec-
ommended by the American Association of State
Highway Officials and the Bureau of Public Roads.
Table 22 shows the general properties of the
stringers used in the bridges of the Wisconsin Ex-
pressway. Tables 23 and 24 show the section prop-
erties of the Standard AASHO and BPR Sections
respectively. Tables 25 through 27 show the com-
posite section properties for the sections used in the
Bridges of Wisconsin Expressway and the standard
sections.
7. The Relationship Among the Variables
As shown in Section IIIA5, for assumed or
known values of the stress coefficients at, Xt, A, a,
and the effectiveness q, the Four Requirements con-
tain nine dimensionless variables: A, p, m, e, w,
M,/Ma, 0, Ac, and pc. The quantity t, is introduced
to represent the composite section properties Ac and
pc in terms of the other variables. This provides
ten variables and only six equations; the equations
for the Four Basic Requirements, Equations 68
through 71 and the two geometric relations repre-
sented by Equations 72 and 73.
Of the ten variables, the three parameters o,
t s /h and M,/M, are either governed by other cri-
teria or are known. Due to the limited range of
variation of A in composite sections, it may be
assigned fixed values within the range of variation
and considered an independent variable.
Based on the assumption that o, t1/h and
M,/Ma are known and that A is an independent
variable, the following relationships may be ob-
tained by a simultaneous solution of Equations 68
through 71:
(AC - A) (0 - )
p 8w (1 + A) [A, (?at + X) - (nX,- + a)]
X< - Aa1m -
1 1
=- p(a +X,) +A-
0 A - A
(74)
(75)
(76)
(77)
(A,-A)-8pcw M 8/Ma (1+A,) [(7Xt+a)-A(-a,++X)]
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The derivation of the above expressions is pre-
sented in Appendix C.
The above equations, together with the geo-
metric relationships, expressed by Equations 72 and
73 define the remaining variables:
8 [e (X,+XA)-p (1+A) (Xt,-X)] - (1+ A)
eA + p (1 + A)
(81)
(0-1)
A+ 1+S2AC =-
pc 
= 0 02 1 + A -I 2 )
Equation 77 can also be written as
0
6-1
t )
h 0 7 Equation 81 defines the location of the prestressing
t steel in terms of stress coefficients A(, A, and a.
h Eliminating (AX - Aat) in Equations 75 and
77 the following results:
(73)
(78)
A, - A
8p, Ms/Ma (1+A,) [(iX--+a)-A(+at\X)]
To provide a convenient means of studying the
relations among the variables, the following ex-
pressions are derived from the above six equations.
By eliminating (,qat + A) between Equations
74 and 77, and substituting the values of A, and pc
from Equations 72 and 73 respectively, the follow-
ing is obtained:
8w (1 + A) (nX, + a) = (0 - n)
p
(01)[ A 0-1 1+(I A t(0-1) A- 1+ 2 h
S M, [+ 0-1 ( + t, Y ]
M- 0 1 t+A 2-]
In Section IIIA6 it was shown that e may be
expressed in terms of A and the cover ratio 0 by
A
the relationship e = -A €. Substituting
this relationship in Equation 76 the following is
obtained:
A 1 11
-= +A -L p (Xt + a) + (80 )1+A m ( 8
Since 4p can be estimated conveniently, Equation 80
together with Equation 73 is used in the subse-
quent discussions to define the location of the pre-
stressing steel in terms of the stress coefficients at
and XA.
Eliminating at in Equations 74 and 80 and sub-
stituting Equation 72 for A, the following expres-
sion results:
mn =
: Ac - A
8 W (1 + A) (1 +A) A))
0 AX -
+ (1 + A)
+(1 -A) (82)
Equation 82 defines the magnitude of this pre-
stressing force in terms of the stress coefficients X
and a.
Using the values of A, and p, from Equations 72
and 73 respectively, Equation 77 can be simplified
and rewritten as follows:
0-1
P + (1 +  t- )2
P G- -- ) 1 + A 2_h)
S8 M,/MS [(rXt + a) - A (?at + X)]
1 +_) 1 -I A
(83)
Since A, is greater than A and 0 is greater than
,, a brief study of Equation 74 indicates that A,
('qat + A) must be greater than (yAX + a) in order
to have a positive value for p. Similarly, since 0 is
greater than unity, Equation 78 requires that
A('7at +A) must be less than (qA1t + a). These
requirements can be expressed as follows:
A < t -+ a7qat + X (84)
The study of non-composite members presented in
Section II of this report showed a unique relation-
ship between A and the stress coefficients. Inequal-
ity 84 shows that no such unique relationship
exists for composite sections.
8. The Least Weight Design Criteria
For the purposes of this study, the design which
requires the least quantity of material, both con-
crete and steel, is assumed the most economical.
8pc (nX,+a) [1- (1+A) (0-1) t,/2h]
_+ ((0 -- ,) [I+(I+ A) t/2h]
p [A+-(l+A) (0-1) (1+t,/2h)]
1 (1+ l-0 \ 2
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Although in practice the minimum area design may
not be the most economical, the quantity of mate-
rials required is an important economic considera-
tion. Therefore, the effects of the design variables
on the required concrete and steel areas are studied
in terms of the minimum concrete area and the
related minimum or maximum steel areas.
a. STRESS COEFFICIENTS AFFECTING
THE REQUIRED STRINGER AREA
The composite section property 0 = Ac/A de-
fines the required stringer cross-sectional area in
terms of the slab area, and in this study the slab
area is taken as the product of the slab thickness
and the stringer spacing. Therefore, the required
stringer area may be determined by the relation-
ship A = tsS/0 - 1. For a known slab thickness
and stringer spacing, the minimum required stringer
area is determined by the maximum value of 0.
From Equation 83 it may be shown that for
specified values of A, p, o, ts/h and M,/Ma the
maximum value of 0 is obtained by using the max-
imum value of the term (yXt + a) and the mini-
mum value of (jat + A). The maximum value of
(17 tA + a) is obtained when At = At' and a =- a.
Although Equation 83 indicates that it is desirable
to use the smallest possible value for (,at + A) to
provide the maximum value of 0, there is a limita-
tion established by Inequality 84 for the minimum
value of (7'at + A) when At = At' and a = a' .
b. STRESS COEFFICIENTS AFFECTING
THE REQUIRED STEEL AREA
The reinforcement factor m = Pt/Afc' defines
the magnitude of the prestressing force or steel
area in terms of the cross-sectional area of the
stringer and the concrete strength. Since the re-
quired steel area varies directly with m, in order to
have the minimum amount of steel area it is neces-
sary to make m as small as possible. From Equa-
tion 75 it may be seen that for a given A and the
minimum area of concrete when At = Xt', the min-
imum value of m corresponds to the maximum
value of at, namely at = at'. It may be said that
Equation 75 implicitly defines the minimum steel
area corresponding to the minimum cross-sectional
area of the stringer. From Equation 80 it can be
seen that for at = at' the minimum cover ratio is
obtained. In this respect Equation 80 provides a
limitation in the use of at = at' for selected com-
binations of A, p, and &.
In a similar manner it may be concluded from
Equation 82 that the maximum value of m cor-
responds to the maximum value of A, namely
A = A'. In computing m from Equation 82 the
values of Ac and pc must be determined from Equa-
tions 72 and 73 respectively. Since At = At' and
a = a' correspond to the minimum stringer area, it
may be said that Equation 82 defines the maximum
steel area corresponding to the minimum cross-
sectional area of the stringer. The reason for using
the maximum steel area is to provide an adequate
cover ratio p for small values of o. For selected
combinations of ts/h, 0, and A the only limitation
on using A =A' is established by Inequality 84.
c. THE LEAST WEIGHT DESIGN CRITERIA
From the above discussion it can be seen that
for given p, eo, and ts/h the following criteria will
produce the least weight design.
Criterion I: This criterion produces the mini-
mum cross-sectional area of the stringer and the
minimum steel area corresponding to the minimum
area of the stringer. Criterion I is obtained by
satisfying Requirements (1), (2), and (4) exactly
and Requirement (3) by a margin.
Criterion II: This criterion produces the mini-
mum cross-sectional area of the stringer and the
maximum steel area corresponding to the minimum
area of the stringer. Criterion II is obtained by
satisfying Requirements (2), (3), and (4) exactly
and Requirement (1) by a margin.
For convenience the design criteria are sum-
marized in Table 28.
Table 28
Summary of Design Criteria
Criterion Requirements Satisfied Cross- Corre-
Exactly Section sponding
Stringer Steel
Area
I at= a'/Xt= X',X <X'a = a' Minimum Minimum
II at<a'Xt,= 'X =X'= a' Minimum Maximum
Corre-
sponding
eccen-
tricity
Maximum
Minimum
9. The Relationship Among the Variables
To study the effects of the variables governing
the design of composite prestressed concrete sec-
tions, it is convenient to represent graphically the
relationships established in Section IIIA7. Based
on known or assumed values of the stress coeffi-
cients at, At, X, and a; effectiveness ,q; and dimen-
sionless variables A, w, ts/h, and Ms/Ma the
remaining variables p, m, q, 0, Ac, and pc are de-
fined by Equations 72 through 77. Additional re-
lationships as developed in Section IIIA7 have been
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whfc!/7 L
Figure I1. Variation of 9 with to for Criteria I and II
used to relate the required concrete and steel areas
to the stress coefficients.
From the discussion in the preceding section it
is apparent that 0 is the most significant dimension-
less variable introduced, since it implicitly defines
the required cross-sectional area of the stringer in
terms of the known effective slab area. For a
graphical presentation of the relationships of the
variables, it is desirable to show the effect of the
other variables and the stress coefficients on 0. In
addition, it is desirable to show the significance of
the cover ratio 4 and how it is affected by the other
variables and the stress coefficients.
The Least Weight Design Criteria established
in Section IIIA8 provide a convenient means of
relating 9 to the two stress coefficients XA and a.
Similarly, the relationship of 4 to at or X is estab-
lished by Criterion I or Criterion II respectively.
Using the Least Weight Design Criteria as the
basis of the graphical presentation, Equation 79
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0 2 4 6 8 /0 0 2 4 6 8 /0 12
w =h Afc ', L
Figure 12. Variation of 0 with o for Criteria I and II
furnishes the desired relationship between 0, A, p,
o, ts/h, M,/Ma, 71, Xt, and a.
8 (1 + A) (Xt, + a) = - (0 -6 r)
P
p+ 
+M o 1 0 (1+A )
Similarly, Equations 75 and 80 furnish the required
relationship of the cover ratio q with the stress
coefficient A. The value of Ac required in the solu-
tion of Equation 81 is provided by Equation 72.
Xt - Aat(1±A (75)
A 1[ 1]1-A -m (at + Xj) + (80)
1 _A m 8
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
/.0
2.5
" 2.0
1.5
/.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
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Figure 13. Variation of 0 with W for Criteria I and II
6 8 /0 12
8,)[e(, +XA)-p(l+A) (@,-\)]--(1+A)
eA + p (1 + A)
8 pWo (Xt+a) [1-(1+A) (0-1) t,/2h] (81)
+(0-1) [1+(I+A) t/2h] (0--7)
p[A+(1+A) (0-1) (1+t,/2h)]
The above equations are studied using the follow-
ing stress coefficients and effectiveness:
at = 0.04
Xt = 0.48
A' = 0.40
a'= 0
q 0.8
These values are the same as used in Section II and
correspond to the Bureau of Public Roads Cri-
teria.<(1
Figure lla shows the plot of Equations 79 and
80 for ts/h = 0.15, A = 0.7 and p = 0.12. The
quantity a is taken as abscissa and varied from 0 to
12 while 0 is taken as ordinates and varied between
1.0 and 3.0. Equation 79 is plotted by solid lines
for five values of M,/ Ma, namely 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4,
and 0.2. The range of variation of t, 0, and M,/Ma
is in accordance with the discussion in Section
IIIA6 and represents the practical range of these
variables.
Equation 80 is plotted on the same figure for
three values of 0, namely 0, 0.05, and 0.10, by
dashed lines. Since in any given problem o, t/h,
and Ms/M, are known and A and p may be as-
sumed, Figure 11a gives the value of w on the basis
of a reasonable value for 0.
Figure lid is similar to Figure lla except Fig-
ure lid is plotted for Criterion II. In this figure
the dashed lines represent Equation 81 for different
values of 4. In order to satisfy the condition that
at < a, only the part of the dashed curves to the
left of the corresponding dashed lines in Figure lla
is valid.
Other parts of Figure 11 are identical with
Figures lla and lid and are drawn for A = 0.80
and 0.9 respectively. This represents the practical
range of A.
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
4 1.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
/.0
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Figure 12a shows the plot of Equation 79 for
t s/h = 0.15, A = 0.7 and p =0.09 and different val-
ues of MS/M, taking & as abscissa and 0 as ordi-
nate. Equation 80 has been plotted on the same
figure for various values of 0, using dashed lines.
The curves in Figure 12d are plotted for p = 0.09
and correspond to Criterion II.
Figure 13 has been prepared for ts/h = 0.25 to
study the effect of variation of ts/h on 0. Compar-
ing this figure to Figure 12 which is plotted for
t,/h = 0.15, one may conclude that for practical
ranges the effect of variation of ts/h on 0 is small.
10. Effects of the Variables
From the expressions derived in Section IIIA7
and the figures which present these expressions, the
relationship among the variables may be studied.
Since the composite section property 0 implicitly
defines the required area of stringer in terms of a
known slab area, the variables are discussed with
respect to their influence on 0. The effect of the
variables on the required prestressing force Pt are
studied in terms of the reinforcement factor, m. In
all cases the known parameters o, ts,/h, and M,,/M,
are considered fixed by other design requirements.
The effect of each variable on 0 and m is discussed
in the following paragraphs.
By comparing the various curves in Figure 11,
it can be seen that for any value of Ms/Ma, 0 in-
creases as A decreases. Equation 75 shows that m
also increases as A decreases. This does not nec-
essarily imply that Pt increases, since m is also a
function of A. The effect of A on Pt depends on the
magnitude of w and Ms/Ma. A comparison of the
above figures also shows that the cover ratio 0 in-
creases with A.
The increase of 0 with p is shown by comparing
Figure 11 with Figure 12. The effect of p on 0 is
significant for Criterion I but minor for Criterion
II. For selected values of 0, A, and a, Equation 80
shows that m increases with p. The overall effect of
p on Pt depends on a, A, Ms/Ma, and at or X. Gen-
erally decreasing p results in an increase in Pt.
Evidently m is the most significant variable in
determining 0 and S. Generally, a dictates the
choice of a particular criterion, A and p values that
may be considered for an established value of
Ms/Ma. It should be noted that w varies directly
with h but inversely with L 2.
A comparison of Figure 11 with Figure 13 shows
a small increase in 0 as t,/h increases from 0.15 to
0.25. For Criterion I, increasing t,/ h has no effect
on m or S but slightly reduces Pt, since A is reduced.
For Criterion II the effect of ts/h on S is insignifi-
cant.
From Figures 11 through 13 it can be seen that
0 increases with M,/Ma. The rate of change of 0
with Ms/Ma diminishes as Ms/Ma increases. The
increase in 0 does not necessarily indicate a de-
crease in A, since the increase of Ms/Ma may be
developed for a constant M5 value by increasing
the slab thickness. The effect of Ms/Ma on S and
Pt is similar to the effect of t,/h.
The cover ratio has no direct effect on 0; how-
ever, the A and p values that can be used may be
dictated by the cover requirements. The quantity
S becomes a significant consideration for low a
values. The relationship between S and Xt, at, A, ),
and p is shown by Equation 80. The effect of these
variables on S may also be studied by Figures 11
through 13.
There is no difference in the required concrete
area of stringer for Criteria I and II, since the dis-
tinction of the two criteria lies in the prestressing
force and eccentricity requirements. The signifi-
cance of presenting Criterion II is to show the
effect of A and p in establishing the minimum a
values that will provide a sufficient cover ratio S
when using the Least Weight Design Criteria.
For a Least Weight Design Criterion and speci-
fied values of the known parameters, increasing at
and X' has no effect on the required concrete area.
However, increasing t/' and a' results in a decrease
in the concrete area of stringer.
Similarly, increasing Xt' and a' will decrease the
required Pt. The effect on Pt of increasing at' and
X' will depend upon the margin between at •< at'
and X < X'. The influence of the effectiveness 7 is
the same as that of XA and at.
11. Relations Among the Geometric Properties
of Unsymmetrical I-Sections
As shown in Section II A 13, unsymmetrical I-
sections in which the top flange has the same thick-
ness as the bottom flange, the following relations are
correct:
1+4-2 01) t/h3+ ±+3 t/h (1-t/h) (1-
A-( A )(29)
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f t/h
relations among the geometric properties of unsymmetrical I-section in which the flanges are of equal thickness
)+ 24 th
+ - (-1)
t2
h2
in which
b = Width of top flange,
ob = Width of bottom flange,
b' = Web thickness,
t = Flange thickness,
h = Overall depth.
Since in composite sections A < 1.0, the above
expressions are applied to unsymmetrical I-sections
in which q > 1.0 or the width of the bottom flange
is greater than that of the top flange. Equation 30
is plotted for 
€ = 1.5 in the bottom part of Figure
14a taking t/h as abscissa and A as ordinate for
six values of b'/fb, namely, 0.67, 0.60, 0.50, 0.40,
0.30, 0.20. Equation 29 is plotted at the top of this
figure for the same values of b'/ob. Figures 14b
and 14c are similar to Figure 14a with 
€ = 2.0 and
= 2.5 respectively.
These curves are similar to the ones presented
in Section II.
12. Design Procedure
From the preceding discussion a convenient ap-
proach for the design of composite prestressed con-
crete sections can be developed. In the following
paragraphs a design procedure is suggested based
on the relations developed in this study.
a. DESIGN OF STRINGER SECTION
The following are considered known or estab-
lished by specifications: design load, L, h, S, fe', ts,
y, at', At', A', a', and 7.
(1). Compute the slab area and the known
parameters o, t,/h, Ms/Ma.
(2). Assume A and p consistent with the desired
stringer proportions b'/¢b, t/h, and 0 (Figure 14).
From the previous discussion, A should be as low as
possible, with p as high as practicable.
(3). From Equation 79 compute 0, using At =
A•' and a =a' to provide a least weight design.
(4). From Equation 75 compute m, using at =
at'. By definition this defines the minimum Pt.
(5). From Equation 80 compute 0. If this pro-
vides adequate cover the solution represents the
minimum concrete and steel areas that satisfy the
design.
.14
.12
/0
.10
.08
.06
1.0
.9
.8
.7
.6
5
0 .1
Figure 14. The
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(6). Compute A from Equation 74 or 77 to de-
termine whether Requirement (3) (A < A') and
Inequality 84 are satisfied. For computing A,
Equation 74 is conveniently rearranged as follows:
(AA) ( + X +a
8pW (1 + A) A, A - nat (85)
Slab Area(7). Compute A = 0 - 1 and determine
the width of top flange of the stringer from:
ht (1 + q) + " 1 - 2
b. COVER RESTRICTIONS
If step (6) above indicates insufficient cover for
the A, p, and at values used, revisions are necessary.
Although any design may be satisfied by a number
of solutions, the Least Weight Design Criteria re-
strict the solution of cover problems to changing
the variables A, p, or at. Cover is increased by in-
creasing A and decreasing p or at.
Since increasing A or decreasing p produces an
increase in A, it is first desirable to consider reduc-
ing at. By selecting the desired q the required value
of at can be computed from Equation 80. For val-
ues of w > 3.0 this normally will provide a satis-
factory solution. In all cases A must be computed
and inequality 84 must be satisfied; these form a
restriction on the low limit of at. If cover cannot
be provided satisfactorily by reducing at, it nor-
mally is possible to provide a satisfactory solution
(when o > 3.0) by reducing p and at. Low values
of a will require high A and low p values. For
values of o < 3.0 cover requirements may govern
the entire design.
B. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SERVICE LOAD AND
ULTIMATE DESIGN CRITERIA FOR COMPOSITE
SECTIONS
1. Introduction
In Section IIIA, the relationship among the
dimensionless variables affecting the service load
design was studied. In addition the effect of these
variables on the cross-sectional area of the stringer
and prestressing force was investigated. This sec-
tion presents the effect of the same variables upon
the total safety factor. In Section II of this report
the total load safety factor was shown to be related
to the dead load and live load safety factors. There-
fore the relationship between service load and ulti-
mate design criteria for composite sections can be
studied by relating the total load safety factor to
the dimensionless quantities, stress coefficients, and
the effectiveness used in service load design.
2. Ultimate Moment
Since the total load safety factor is the ratio of
the computed ultimate moment to the sum of
moments of all loads acting on the beam, it is
necessary to have an expression for the ultimate
moment.
As shown in Section II, the ultimate moment
may be presented in the following form:
Mu = KAf/'d
where
Mu = Ultimate moment,
d = Effective depth, that is, distance
from the top fiber of the composite
section to the center of gravity of
the prestressing steel,
// - Ultimate tensile strength of the pre-
stressing steel,
K = Ratio of an equivalent internal mo-
ment arm at failure to the effective
depth; actually, Kd is not the mo-
ment arm, since it corresponds to a
tensile force of Asf,' instead of
Afs, where f,. is the actual steel
stress at ultimate.
It was further shown in Section II that the value
of K can be presented by the following expression,
which has been recommended by Siess:(2)
1 qK= 1
3 qb
where
SP-
where
qbp = P-f.- t  --
fcu Esy - f 8 e - e + Eu
p = The percentage of reinforcement
taken as As/Sd in which S is the
spacing of stringers,
fsy = The stress at yield, usually taken as
the stress corresponding to 0.2 per
cent plastic set,
_ fJ-
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feu = The average compressive stress,
Pb = The percentage of reinforcement
corresponding to balanced failure,
€„ = The limiting strain in concrete,
£gy = The strain in steel corresponding to
fay,
=se  The strain in steel due to effective
prestress,
Ce = The strain in concrete at the level
of steel due to effective prestress.
Substituting the above expressions for q and qb in
the expression for M. and rearranging, we have
K = 13 - p f ,s - e"3 f-- --
1 A A,f, fsy (,- e• - ece + e
3 Sd Af/ f, E,\
where
f- = the prestress at transfer and
Ajfs/Afc' = m is the reinforcement factor.
The following quantities are assumed:
f,•/f, = 1.12
feui/f' = 0.80
-„ = 0.0034
ce = 0.0004
,y = 0.0100
=se  0.0050
Substituting the above values in the expression for
K we have
K = 1 - 1.10m--
Sd
From Table 25 it is evident that A/Sd is gen-
erally less than 0.2, and since the highest value of
m is 0.36, it is reasonable to assume that K is
generally greater than 0.9.
For simplicity the conservative value of K =
0.9 is used in this study.
It can be shown that a composite section at
ultimate is equivalent to a rectangular section
which has a width S, that is, the neutral axis at
ultimate is in the slab.
In order to have the neutral axis of the com-
posite section, the following inequality must hold:
t>_ " d
The right side of the above inequality is the
distance of compression fiber to the neutral axis at
ultimate. Since p = As/Sd, m = Af,/Afe' and
tS = A (0 - 1) the above inequality can be writ-
ten as
O > m f " f ± + 1
Using the high limit of m=0.36 established in
Section IIIA and assuming a high value of
f- f_ = 2.0, the inequality will reduce to
0> 1.72
From Tables 25 through 27 one may conclude that
in most cases the above inequality can be satisfied.
3. The Total Load Safety Factor
As shown before, the total load safety factor is
defined by the following ratio:
Nt = Mu/Mt
where Mt is the sum of moments due to the weight
of the stringer, the slab and any applied load. The
above expression for Nt can also be written in the
following form:
Nt 0.9 f'A.d
M" + Mg + M. (86)
where
My = Moment due to weight of stringer,
Ms = Moment due to weight of slab,
Ma = Moment due to live load and im-
pact (if any) and any load which
may act on the section after the
concrete slab is set.
To have an expression for Nt in terms of di-
mensionless quantities defined in Section IIIA, the
various terms in Equation 86 can be expressed as
follows:
A P _ mAL' _ mAce-y L 8M, mL f f. fAh 0-1 fah
d=h(+1 + , )
Mt = M. + Ms + M, = M. + M + M0--1
= Ma 1 + , ( + - )
Substituting the above expressions in Equation 86
and simplifying, the following will be obtained:
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. 1 - t
Nt = 7.2 hS f, Mý/M, (0 - 1) + 0
The dimensionless variables m, w, 0,
and 0 are related by the following
developed in Section IIIA:
ts/h, MS/Ma
relationships
Xt - Aa•O
-= -A 1 [ p (at Xt) I ]
1 + A m 8co
Sc (1 + A) (,X, + a) = (0 - 17)
(0--1) A+ - 1+ i)]
4 -- (79)
M,/M5 1 0 1 +A ±
4. Study of the Effect of Variables on the
Total Load Safety Factor
A study of Equation 87 in conjunction with
Equations 75, 80, and 79 indicates that the total
load safety factor Nt depends on the dimensionless
variables A, p, o, ts/h, and M,/MU, and upon the
three stress coefficients at, Xt, and a as well as ef-
fectiveness q). Substituting Equations 75, 80, and
79 in Equation 87 for m, q, and 0 respectively, Nt
can be presented in terms of these variables; how-
ever, since the resulting expression will be long and
tedious, Equation 87 has been used in the form
indicated.
Equation 87 has been plotted in Figures 15
through 17, taking Nt as ordinate and w as ab-
scissa with M,/M, as the parameter. The figures
are plotted for five values of A, namely, 0.70, 0.75,
0.80, 0.85, and 0.90. The values of p and ts/h are
the same as those used in Section IIIA in connec-
tion with the study of service load design. In
Figure 17c and d, ts/h = 0.25 and in all other
figures ts/h = 0.15.
In Figures 15 through 17, Equation 87 is plotted
for Criterion I using the following stress coefficients:
at = at = 0.04
t = At' = 0.48
a = a' = 0
and taking
f/'/f, = f//fje , = 1.67 X 0.8 = 1.33
-
These are the only stress coefficients that appear in
the expression for Nt. The above values of stress
coefficients are the same ones used in Section II of
this study and in Section IIIA in connection with
service load design of composite sections.
Figures 15d and 16d are prepared for at =
-0.04 to show the effect of reducing at on the total
load safety factor Nt. This simulates Criterion II
defined in Section IIIA. A comparison of Figures
17 with Figures 15d and 16d indicates that reduc-
tion of at results in an increase in Nt. The same
conclusion can be drawn from a study of Equations
75, 80, and 87. Since in this study the primary
concern is the minimum safety factor, Criterion II
has not been studied; it always yields a larger
safety factor than that corresponding to Criterion I.
Figure 17c and d has been prepared for ts/h =
0.25 to show the effect of ts/h on the load safety
factor. Comparing Figure 17c and d to Figures 15c
and 16c, one may conclude that an increase in ts/h
value increases the total load safety factor.
The vertical dashed lines in all figures are plots
of Equation 80 for 0 = 0 and 0.10. The portion of
the curves of Equation 90 to the left of 0 = 0 has
no physical meaning and is plotted to show the
theoretical trend of this equation. The points cor-
responding to 0 = 1.5 in these figures are shown by
small full circles and those corresponding to 0 = 3.0
are shown by small hollow circles. These points are
shown in order to show the relation between 0
and Nt.
5. Effects of the Variables
From Figures 15 through 18 the effects of the
variables on Nt may readily be studied. The effects
of A, p, ts/h, at, Ms/Ma, w, and 0 on Nt are studied
by comparing these figures. The effects of varying
a and Xt are determined by studying Equations 75,
80, 79, and 87.
The dimensionless parameters used to define Nt
in Equation 87 are related to the stress coefficients
used in the design. As in the study of service load
design, the Least Weight Design Criteria are used
in this chapter. It should be noted that in the
graphical presentation of the relationship among
the variables Xt and a are satisfied exactly in all
cases.
It is apparent that A has very little effect on Nt
and that the effect of increasing A depends on the
value of p.
It can be shown by comparing Figures 15
through 17 that decreasing p through its entire
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Figure 15. Variation of Nt with " for Criterion I
practical range of 0.12 to 0.09 causes approximately
a consistent 10 per cent increase in Nt. This can
be explained by the fact that decrease in p causes
an increase in As as shown in Section IIIA.
The practical range of w for selected section
properties of stringer and stress coefficients is estab-
lished for each value of M,/M, by the 0 and 0. For
an increase of M,/Ma there is a slight increase in
Nt while a decrease in M,/M, results in a small
decrease in Nt. Generally the effect of w on Nt is
not significant.
Comparison of Figures 15c and 17c shows
an increase in Nt as ts/h is increased. This is due
to the increase in A8 as ts/h is increased for the
Least Weight Design Criteria.
The ratio M,/Ma is one of the most significant
variables affecting Nt. The value of Nt always in-
creases with M,/Ma.
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Figure 16. Variation of Nt with (i for Criterion I
For any given value of Ms/Ma, 0 increases ap-
proximately linearly with w from 0 = 1.5 to 3.0.
The insignificant effect of 0 on Nt for a Least
Weight Design Criterion is therefore the same as
the effect of o.
The increase of Nt with the reduction of at is
shown by comparing Figures 15d and 16d with
Figures 17a and 17b. Since Criterion II requires
that at be satisfied by a margin, it may be con-
cluded that presentation of Criterion I where at =
at' represents the condition for minimum Nt values.
The quantity At has a complex effect on Nt,
since it affects the values of 0 used in Equation 80.
For specified values of the section properties of the
stringer and a, M,/Ma and t/h, Equation 75 indi-
cates an increase of m with Xt. Similarly Equation
80 shows a general increase in qb as At increases.
The magnitude of the change in m, 0, and 6 will
depend on the specific values of at, a, 7A, A, p, m,
t s/h, and Ms/M, used. Generally an increase in AX
will reduce Nt.
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Figure 17. Variation of Nt with ca for Criterion I
From Equation 79 it may be shown that in-
creasing a increases 0 for specified values of the
section properties of the stringer, e, Ms/Ma and
t,/h values. For Criterion I, a has no effect on m
or 0; therefore increasing a decreases Nt.
C. CONCLUSIONS, COMPOSITE SECTIONS
This section summarizes the conclusions reached
in Sections IIIA and B. Letter symbols and nota-
tions previously introduced are used without fur-
ther explanation.
1. Service Load Design Criteria
The design variables, such as loading and pro-
portions of the section, and the prestressing force
may be presented in terms of dimensionless vari-
ables. The conclusions reached in this part of the
study are based on the effect of these dimensionless
variables on the required area of the stringer and
the prestressing force.
The conclusions can be summarized as follows:
a. For given values of A, p, o, ts/h and M,/Ma,
the minimum area of stringer is obtained when
Requirements (2) and (4) corresponding to the
transfer compression and final tension are satisfied
exactly; that is, when the computed compressive
stress at transfer, and the computed tensile stress
after losses are at their maximum allowable levels.
b. The minimum prestressing force correspond-
ing to the minimum area of the stringer is obtained
when Requirement (1) for the transfer tension is
satisfied exactly, in addition to Requirements (2)
and (4); that is, when the computed tensile stress
at transfer is at its maximum allowable level.
c. No unique expression is available for relating
the stress coefficients to the position of the neutral
axis which is defined by A. However, to obtain
positive values for the cross-sectional area of the
stringer, the values of A and Ac must be within a
certain range.
d. Decreasing A or lowering the neutral axis
and increasing p results in a decrease in the cross-
sectional area of the stringer and the prestressing
force.
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e. The quantity of t8/h has no significant effect
on the area of stringer or the prestressing force.
f. Increasing the stress coefficients for transfer
compression and final tension results in a decrease
in the cross-sectional area of the stringer and the
prestressing force.
g. The stress coefficients for transfer tension and
final compression have no direct effect on the area
of the stringer. However, these coefficients affect
the eccentricity and the cover requirements.
2. Total Load Safety Factor
A simplified expression for M, has been used to
show the effect of the design variables on the com-
puted Nt. The conclusions reached in this study
are based on relating Nt to the dimensionless vari-
ables used in service load design. The conclusions
may be summarized as follows:
a. The total load factor, Nt, depends primarily
on M,/Mt, at, and ts/h. An increase in M,/Mt and
t,/h causes an increase in Nt, while a decrease in
at increases Nt.
b. The quantity A, that is, the position of the
neutral axis of the uncracked section, has little
effect on Nt.
c. Decreasing p increases Nt, this is related to
the necessary increase in As to satisfy the service
load design criteria.
d. The quantities 0 and o) show the same insig-
nificant effect on Nt.
e. Using a conservative value for M., the total
load safety factor Nt is always greater than 1.8.
f. For values of M,/Ma > 0.6, Nt will be
greater than 2.0 for all practical combinations of
the design variable. For low values of p, practical
combinations of all the design variables will pro-
vide Nt > 2.0.
g. Increasing the stress coefficient correspond-
ing to the final compression increases Nt. Increas-
ing the stress coefficients for transfer compression
and final tension generally causes a small decrease
in Nt.
h. Use of the service load provisions of the
BPR Criteria in most cases assures a total load
safety factor of 2.0.
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V. APPENDICES
A. Derivation of Relations Among the Geometric
Properties of an Unsymmetrical I-Section
! ----- b 0
A 44
,vrf/h2
Hence
= b' 1-2 h 2 t  t2
b 2h2 h 2 (-1)
b (1-2 h t- h h
The moment of inertia of the section can be shown
as follows:
I = ( b - b') + (h - t)3 b + bt3 3 A12
+ bt h - ) 2 - AYb2
ý_Vb -2
The cross-sectional area of the beam shown can
be presented as follows:
A = bh (1 + ) +-bl- 2
r
2  I Ahb
P= hA Ah -2 - 3A L( -
ab' 3  ( - ) 2]
( Yb 2
Yb + Ytbt t I
2A A 2h -1)
+ b' h 1 -b+ 2 
or
t2 (b' 1h t
(-h-1 ) + h -) + t
t O + 1) + 
-1- 2
By definition:
Yb = Yb
yt h - yb
(1 +k-2b'/b) (t/h)3+b'/b3 t/h (1- t/h) (1-b'/b)
3 [(I+k-2 b'/b) t/h+b'/b]
- 1+A /) 2 (29)
B. Derivation of Ac
The following notation is used:
A = Cross-sectional area of stringer,
Ac = Cross-sectional area of composite section,
h = Depth of stringer,
I = Moment of inertia of stringer,
Ic = Moment of inertia of composite section,
(30)
V;)(;)
~b t~
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r = Radius of gyration of stringer,
r, = Radius of gyration of composite section,
S = Effective slab width - equal to girder
spacing.
A = Yb/Yt p = r/2h 2
Ac = Ybc/Ytc pc = rc/h 2
0 = Ac/A
s S
+ - (Ye + t)2
By rearranging terms:
P = r  p + 1 0 - 1 (Ye ± ts ]2
h2  0 0 0 h 2h
+ +Yt0 Oh 2h
* -p 0 -1 - yt + t/2]
Therefo 0 02 re:h
Therefore:
S= 0- 1 0 1 + + 8 20 0 ±1 + A 2h)
The quantity Ac can be written as follows:
Yb -
Yte
A Yb + (AC - A) (h + t,/2)
A ye - (A, - A) (tý/2)
Yb/Ye + A - A ( yt + t,/2
AYe Y
C A, - A ( yt + t,/2
A \ ye /
However:
Ac-A _ O-1 and ye+t,/2A, -A and y t + v 2
A 0 yt
1 + 'A t,
1 2 h
Therefore:
Ac =
A+ -i1 +
^T+
1 +A
2
1+A
2
C. Derivation of pc
I, = I + A, (y, - yO,) + -1 (3) (t°)
+ (S) (1t) (y. + - 2
Neglecting -2 St,3 as a small term
r 2  1
Sr2 = - + (t - ) 2
(73)
D. Solution of Four Requirements
as Simultaneous Equations
ASubstituting 1 - c+ for e in Equations 68
through 71 we have
m 1+A -- 1
p (1+A) 8pm (1+ A)
A ( A -) A6
p(1+A) 8pcW(1+A)
-7m 1+A 
-1 +
L p (+A) 8p (1 +A)
(72) Ac (0 - 1)
8pc, Ma /M. (1 + Ac) = a
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)
Solution for Equation 75
Multiplying Equation 66 by A and subtracting
it from Equation 67 we have
- mA - m = Aat - Xt
Therefore:
Xt - Aat
S1+A
Solution for Equation 76
Adding Equation 64 and 65 we have
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(1±A) (-1 A
m . p(1 +`A)J
(1 + A)
8pw (1 + A) = at + Xt
AEA I P (at + X) + 11 + - m LPa Jt+ 8-
Solution of Equation 77
Multiplying Equation 66 by A and subtracting
it from Equation 67 we have
-1m (I +A)+ ) (0 - =a-AX8p60 MS/Ma (1+Ac)
Substituting the value of m from Equation 75
and rearranging
(77)
p(1 + A) - m (A, + 1)]
+ 0 (A - A) -
S8po (1 + A)
Substituting the value of m from Equation 75
in the above equation, the following expression
results:
[p(a+Xt)±)+- [(A-A)] -p (Xt-Aat) (A,+1)01(P c -+ ) L - a +
( XA= (a + A)
Therefore:
p=
(A. _ A) (0 - ,1)
(A,-A)-8pow M./Ma (1+A,) [(nXt+a)-Ai(at+X)]
Solution for Equation 74
Multiplying Equation 66 by Ac and subtracting
it from Equation 67 we have
8~w [(at±Xt) (Ac-A) - (Xt-Aa,) (A~+1) ±(XA~a~ (1+A)]
(A, - A) (0 - ()7
8o (1 + A) [A, (frat + X) - (rX, + a)]


